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Chapter 1

CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Chemical compounds with multiple functionalities are promising building blocks for
construction of functional materials with enhanced properties. This is because the
combination of two or more distinct functions may have a synergetic effect on the
overall properties and features of the corresponding material.
Particular attention has been directed towards the synthesis of compounds with two
functionalities consisting of a core responsible for physico-chemical properties (i.e.
electrochemical, optical, etc.) and nucleotide bases as capping groups capable of
molecular recognition [1-10]. A major motivation of designing such compounds lies in
the ability of nucleobases to direct the self-assembly process of functional molecules
which may result in a modulation of physico-chemical properties of the corresponding
materials. For example, White et al. [1] have reported on the synthesis of metal–
polypyridyl complexes with pendant adenine or thymine groups. The obtained material
exhibited enhanced luminescent properties as a result of supramolecular arrangement
induced by nucleobases. In addition, Maiya et al. [2] have made use of the same selfassembly approach of a porphyrin and an antracene derivative respectively, capped by
complementary nucleobases, to modulate the optical properties of the respective
bichromatic system. Other authors have claimed that such compounds offer great
potential as building blocks for the construction of highly ordered and monodispersed
nano-aggregates incorporating redox or optical functionalities [5-9]. In respect with this,
the optoelectronic properties can be very efficiently tuned by controlling self-assembly
approach of functional molecules in the presence of complementary templates.
Moreover, the application potential of dual functional derivatives is not restricted to the
examples mentioned above. Compounds simultaneously combining supramolecular
interaction abilities (i.e. hydrogen bonding, electrostatic) with optical or electrochemical
function make them suitable for self-assembled monolayers (SAM’s) studies, functional
liquid crystals, optoelectronic materials or electrochemical devices construction.
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Therefore, the design of small building blocks molecules with dual functionality
continues to be an exciting topic for chemistry, biology, physics or supramolecular
material sciences.
Despite the significant amount of examples in literature of compounds with dual
function, there are still many possibilities for exploring new combinations of wellknown functionalities which may lead to new interesting functional materials.

1.2 Concept and objectives
The main idea behind this thesis resides in rational designing of small bi-functional
molecules consisting in a 4,4’-bipyridinium unit as a redox core and nucleobases (i.e.
thymine and adenine) as capping groups. The combination of these two functionalities
and unique structural topology of such compounds are expected to induce a series of
new features:
(i) Tuneable optical and electrochemical properties due to an intra/intermolecular charge
transfer (CT) relationship between 4,4’-bipyridinium core as charge acceptor and
nucleobase units as charge donors (Scheme 1.1a);
(ii) Self-organization abilities induced by the hydrogen bonding interaction between
nucleobases, by itself (Scheme 1.1d) or in the presence of complementary templates
such as ssDNA or ssPNA analogues (Scheme 1.1b);
(iii) Ionic exchange capability can be exploited to incorporate viologen-nucleobase
derivatives into a liquid crystalline matrix by ionic exchange with amphiphilic anions
(Scheme 1.1c) or to interact electrostatically with DNA and form polyplexes with
biological importance.
The above mentioned features are expected, by one side, to have influence on the
physico-chemical properties of the resulted new materials and, on the other side, to open
new perspectives/possibilities for application of such molecular building blocks in the
field of supramolecular optoelectronic materials, functional liquid crystals, for
construction of electrochemical devices or as potential non-viral delivery vectors. The
building block design and some possible applications of “viologen-nucleobase”
derivatives are shown in Scheme 1.1.
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Scheme 1.1 Viologen-nucleobase building blocks and their potential applications

On the basis of the molecular design concept presented above and the promising futures
and applications of viologen-nucleobase derivatives, it was planned to achieve within
this thesis the following objectives:
(1) To synthetize a series 4,4’-bipyridinium compounds capped by thymine and/or
adenine nucleobases and investigate the impact of unusual combination of the
two functionalities on the chemical, electrochemical and optical properties;
(2) To create well-defined supramolecular structures by using templated selfassembly approach of viologen-nucleobase derivatives in the presence of ssDNA
or ssPNA and thymine-adenine base pairing as driving force interaction;
(3) To investigate the capacity of viologen-nucleobase derivatives to condense
electrostatically oligonucleotides or plasmid DNA as potential non-viral delivery
vectors;
(4) To combine viologen-nucleobase derivatives by ion pairing with amphiphilic
3,4,5-tris(dodecyloxy)benzene sulfonate (DOBS-) anions, and to investigate
their phase behaviour;
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(5) To develop a new approach for construction of optoelectronic device
components by using hydrogen bonded layer-by-layer self-assembly process of
viologen-nucleobase derivatives on TiO2 surface.

1.3 State of the art
The viologen-nucleobase derivatives were discussed in this thesis in a series of
applications which required knowledge related to supramolecular chemistry, liquid
crystalline materials or electrochemical devices principle and construction. Therefore, in
the subsequent text, the main concepts, methodologies and the most recent
achievements in the respective fields will be presented.
1.3.1 Viologens – properties, applications and methods of characterization
The N,N’-disubstituted 4,4’-bipyridinium derivatives (“viologens”) are dicationic salts
obtained mainly by diquaternization of 4,4’-bipyridyl. There are two general synthetic
pathways to prepare the viologens: the first one starts from the synthesis of 1-substituted
pyridines which are subsequently coupled [11], and the second one (also applied in this
thesis) consisting in the nucleophilic substitution reaction of 4,4’-bypiridine with excess
of an alkyl halide substrate. The preparation of bipyridilium salts implying this later
method was performed first by Anderson [12] in 1855. This reaction, better-known as
Menschutkin reaction [13], follows a SN2 mechanism.
Viologen derivatives are particularly interesting for their redox and electrochromic
properties. The dicationic form (V2+), which is almost stable state, is known as a good
electron acceptor and can undergo two subsequently one electron reduction steps to
form first, a colored radical cation (V+•), and second at a more negative potential, a
neutral quinoidal species (V0) (Scheme 1.2) [14].

Scheme 1.2 The redox states of viologen

The reduction potential and the color of the radical cationic species (blue/violet/green)
strongly depend on the substituents at the nitrogen atoms of the 4,4’-bipyridinium core
9
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[11]. The redox properties of viologens were exploited in several applications such as
electrochromic devices [15, 16], photovoltaic cells [17], sensors [18, 19], ionic liquid
crystalline devices [20-22], light-harvesting [23], catalysis [24-27] or potential oxidant
agent for cancer radiation therapy [5].
One of the most used techniques to characterize the redox behavior of viologens is
cyclic voltammetry (CV). Very briefly, CV is an electrochemical method which implies
the variation of the potential with a constant rate, in one direction and backward,
between a working electrode and a counter electrode while the current response is
monitored. The electrical potential is applied relative to the potential of a third
electrode, so-called reference electrode. The shape of the resulted current-potential
curve (cyclic voltammogram) provides insights into both, the kinetic and
thermodynamic of electrochemical systems. Excellent review articles and textbooks
dedicated to the fundamental aspects and applications of cyclic voltammetry can be
found in literature [28-30]. The most important quantities derived from CV data are the
pick potentials Epc and Epa with the corresponding currents Ipc and Ipa respectively. For
reversible and quasi-reversible processes the ratio Ipc/Ipa=1. The separation of the peak
potential (ΔE=Epa-Epc) gives also information about the reversibility of the electron
transfer (ET). For a one-electron transfer reversible process which occurs with a very
fast rate of electron transfer the separation peak should not exceed 59 mV.
The electrochromic properties of viologens are investigated by spectroelectrochemical
methods (SEC) [30]. The electrochromism is the property of a material to change its
color as a certain potential is applied. The method consist in coupling of an
electrochemical cell setup with a spectrophotometer and monitoring in situ the
electrochemically generated species by mean of UV-Vis spectroscopy (SEC-UV-Vis).
In the case of the viologens, SEC-UV-Vis technique is used to study the change in color
as a result of electrochemical reduction from dicationic species to colored radicalcationic species.
1.3.2 Nucleobases as supramolecular motifs
The nucleobases (adenine, guanine, cytosine, thymine and uracil) are well-known
heterocyclic compounds existing in nature in the structure of DNA or RNA
biopolymers. The nucleobases are classified in two main groups: purines (adenine and
guanine) and pyrimidines (thymine, uracil and cytosine). Their ability to recognize and
10
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bind specifically by hydrogen bonding (T-A, G-C) represents the key mechanism in the
duplication and transmission of the genetic information in biological systems. For the
point of view of materials science the nucleobases have a great potential as
supramolecular motifs due to their high ability to form in-plane multiple intermolecular
hydrogen bonds, stacking interaction perpendicular to the plane or metal-nucleobase
coordination interaction [31]. These features were used in a variety of supramolecular
systems with applications in specific recognition of biological receptors [32-34], as
cross-linkage for polymer systems [35-37] or as connecting unit for supramolecular
polymers [38]. The use of nucleobases as supramolecular motif is excellently reviewed
by Rowan (2004) [31] and Araki (2005) [39]. Figure 1.1 shows the donor and acceptor
hydrogen bonding sites of the four nucleobases.

Figure 1.1 Hydrogen-bonding donor (D) and acceptor (A) sites of guanine (G), adenine (A), thymine (T)
and cytosine (C) [39]

A special care in the covalent incorporation of nucleobase moieties into a certain
chemical matrix is given to the preservation of their molecular recognition function.
Therefore, it is desirable to connect covalently nucleobases on a certain position which
does not affect hydrogen bonding sites.
The preparation of purinic and pyrimidinic nucleobases has been well-documented from
long time ago [40]. However, the synthesis of their alkylated derivatives continues to be
a challenge for organic chemists since the direct alkylation of nucleobases suffers of
two major drawbacks: 1) poor solubility in organic solvent, and 2) no regioselectivity,
hence nucleobases can be alkylated simultaneously on several positions [41, 42]. Most
popular approach towards alkylation of nucleobases is direct nucleophilic displacement
of halide substrates [43-45]. The specific alkylation of the nucleobase using this
approach require in many cases the protection of functional groups prior the alkylation
reaction [44, 46].
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1.3.3 Templated self-assembly of functional molecules
Supramolecular self-assembly process, pioneered by Lehn [47, 48] in the early 90`s, has
emerged as a powerful strategy to create well-defined functional nanostructures and to
enhance the physico-chemical properties of the materials. Self-assembly process
involves the binding of building blocks molecules by non-covalent interactions such as
hydrogen bonding, π-π stacking, electrostatic or Van-der-Waals. A variety of
supramolecular entities like supramolecular gelators [49-51], vesicles [52, 53], liquid
crystals [54, 55] and nanofibers [6-8, 56-58] were constructed using this approach.
Particularly, templated self-assembly approach driven by molecular recognition has
been attracted considerable attention as an efficient pathway to construct highly ordered
supramolecular nanostructures [59]. In the terms of supramolecular chemistry, a
template is a molecular entity which serves as a pattern to construct supramolecular
structures with well-defined architecture. Accordingly, single stranded DNA molecule
with pre-defined size and shape is a reasonable template to construct supramolecular
functional materials. Even the natural double helix DNA represents itself the best
example of a sophisticated and highly ordered self-assembled system. Starting with year
2000, several groups have used molecular recognition function of nucleobases and
ssDNA (single stranded DNA) as template to direct the self-assembly process of small
functional molecules. Janssen and co-workers [6-8, 60] have incorporated cromophore
molecules into mondispersed supramolecular aggregates by using synthetic homo
oligonucleotides as templates (Figure 1.2).
In a similar way, Iwaura [9, 57, 58] has created nano- and microfibers by using
nucleobase-appended bolaamphiphiles as guest components and complementary ssDNA
as template.
Recently, Wong [5] reported on the formation of self-assembled nanofibers from a
thymine-appended oligo(p-phenylenevinylene) derivative and oligoadenine 20-mer. The
resulted supramolecular structures, stabilized by adenine-thymine hydrogen bonding
and π-π staking interactions, exhibited enhanced fluorescence properties. To summarize,
all the above mentioned authors emphasised that DNA templated self-assembly
approach of functional molecules is an efficient and easy way to modulate optical and
electronic properties of the materials.
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Figure 1.2 A schematic representation of ssDNA templated self-assembly of chromophores: ssDNA
(black strand); chromophores (blue bar); hydrogen bonding unit (red bar) and molecular structures of
dTn, NT and OPVT (reproduced from ref. [8])

DNA templated approach continues to be a dynamic topic of research and efforts are
focussed on (1) designing new functional molecules that can be used as building blocks
for self-assembly and (2) replacing ssDNA (which restrict the scope to aqueous
environment) with other templates. Some advancement for the latter case was already
achieved by using polypeptide nucleic acids (PNA) or nucleobase-functionalized
syntactical polymers as templates [10, 61, 62]. The DNA self-assembled suprastructures
may find application in the field of molecular electronics, sensing or optoelectronic
devices.
The self-assembly process of functional molecules can be demonstrated by a variety of
techniques including: gel permeation chromatography (GPC), viscometry, light
scattering methods, mass spectrometry (MS), atomic force microscopy (AFM), etc. An
extensive review about methodologies and techniques used in the characterization of
supramolecular systems was published by Liu et al. [63].
In the following paragraphs, a brief introduction of the diffusion ordered spectroscopy
(DOSY) will be given since this method was employed in the current thesis to
demonstrate the self-assembly process of viologen-nucleobase derivatives by hydrogen
bonding (cf. Chapter 4).
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DOSY is a powerful NMR technique which gives information about the diffusion
coefficient of molecules which is connected to their size and shape, as well as properties
of the surrounding environment (i.e. viscosity and temperature) of each chemical
species in solution. The technique consists in measurements of diffusion of the chemical
species by observing the attenuation of the NMR signals during a pulsed field gradient
experiment. The degree of signal attenuation is a function of G (the magnetic gradient
pulse amplitude) and occurs at a rate which is proportional to the coefficient of
diffusion (D). Assuming that a line in spectrum at a fixed chemical shift f belongs to a
single component N with diffusion constant DN, the signal attenuation S(f,z) can be
written:
S(f,z) = SN(f) exp(-DNZ)

(1.1)

where SN(f) is the spectral intensity of component N in zero gradient (“normal”
spectrum of N), DN is its diffusion coefficient and Z encodes the different gradient
amplitudes used in the experiment [64].
1.3.4 Viologen-based ionic liquid crystals
Liquid crystalline state (LC) is considered “the fourth state of matter” [65]. The
properties of the LC materials are intermediate between that of a liquid and a crystalline
solid. A material existing in liquid crystalline state flows like a liquid but the positional
order in the molecular arrangement is still preserved on a certain extent. The LC’s
properties (mechanical, magnetic susceptibility, electric permittivity, refractive index,
etc.) are anisotropic which means that their quantities vary with the direction in which
the properties are measured. Thus, the LC’s has found a variety of applications in
display construction [66], as molecular sensors and detectors [67, 68], or as optical
connectors and switches [69].
Liquid crystalline materials can be classified in two main categories: lyotropic and
thermotropic liquid crystals. A liquid crystal is lyotropic if phases having long-ranged
orientational order are caused by the addition of a solvent. In contrast, thermotropic
liquid crystals are materials in which the mesomorphic state and the respective degree
of order of the corresponding components are determined by the temperature.
Typically, a LC molecule consists of a rigid unit and one or more flexible parts. The
rigid unit aligns the LC molecules in one direction, whereas the flexible part is
14
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responsible for the fluidity. The optimum balance of these two components is critical to
form liquid-crystalline materials. The liquid crystalline molecule is referred to as
mesogen. Accordingly with the type of mesogenic units, liquid crystals are divided in
two main classes: 1) calamitic liquid crystals, in which the mesogen has a rod-like shape
and 2) columnar liquid crystals, whereas the mesogen is a flat-shaped core that makes
the molecules to stack in one direction. Depending on the type of the mesogenic unit
and temperature, liquid crystals exhibit a variety of LC phases. Some of them are
depicted in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3 Different types of liquid crystalline phases [70]

To identify the occurrence and the type of liquid crystalline phases, a series of methods
and standard techniques are used [71]. In the fallowing, the basic concepts and principle
of two important techniques employed in this thesis will be presented:
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Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
DSC analysis is a widely used technique for study of chemical and physical processes
that occur with exchange of heat. Basically, differential scanning calorimetry is a
thermoanalytical method that measures the heat difference per unit of time between a
sample and a reference, as a function of temperature. Because the selected reference
should not exhibit any thermal transition in the measurement range, the specific heat
variation of the sample is directly correlated with the heat difference between the
sample and the reference. During the phase transition, the system makes automatically a
thermal compensation that is monitored against the temperature. The resulted heat
fluxes will cause an endothermic or exothermic peak in the corresponding thermogram.
Two main parameters can be obtained from the DSC analysis: the onset temperature,
which represents the temperature at which the phase transition starts, and the area
between the peak and baseline which is associated to the transition enthalpy (ΔH) [72].
DSC is a frequently used technique in characterization of liquid crystalline materials
and permits the identification of the multi-phase transitions: crystal-to-mesophase,
mesophase-to-mesophase or mesophase-to-liquid. In generally, the enthalpy of crystalto-mesophase transition is larger comparatively with the enthalpy of mesophase-toliquid transition [73]. However, the DSC method is not able to identify the exact type of
transition and combination with other methods is absolutely required for a complete
characterization of liquid crystalline materials.
Thermo-optical polarizing microscopy (TOPM)
Thermo-optical polarizing microscopy [74] is another important technique in the
standard characterization of liquid crystals. In contrast with the DSC, this method has
the advantage of providing intuitive information regarding the type of mesophase. The
method consists in observing a specimen placed between two glass plates under
polarized light illumination, while its temperature is varied to identify the phase
occurrence. The origin of optical patterns observed by polarized light microscope is the
refractive index anisotropy (i.e. birefrigerence) of liquid crystals. When the polarized
light enters a birefringent specimen the incident light is separated into two components
of different velocity: the slow ray (called the extraordinary ray) and the fast ray (called
the ordinary ray). Both the rays are polarized under mutual perpendicular orientation of
their polarization planes. Because the two components pass the birefringent media with
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different velocities, the corresponding light waves get out of phase. When the ordinary
and extraordinary rays are recombined beyond the “analyser” polarizer, the state of
polarization has changed because of the difference in phase. Furthermore, a specific
wavelength becomes extinguished by interference of the two phase-shifted beams. Upon
illumination of the sample with white light this gives rise to a colored light. The color
will depend on the materials birefrigerence, its thickness, and the angle between the
optical axis of the LC phase and the analyser [75]. Hence, upon cooling below the
transition temperature from isotropic state to mesophase, the LC materials starts to
become colored in the polarized light (the materials becomes anisotropic). In contrast to
DSC, by TOPM it can be directly observed if the anisotropic material is a solid or a
liquid and consequently it is easy to identify the occurrence of mesophase.
The growing of the mesophase results in many structural “defects”, i.e. local variations
of the mesogen orientation, which give rise to a multi-colored specific pattern, called
texture [73]. The analysis of the texture may provide useful information about the
mesophase type but an unequivocal mesophase type assignment is not possible in most
cases, because different mesophase types can exhibit identical optical textures.
In conclusion, TOPM is not a unique method to fully characterize liquid crystalline
materials but combined information from the complementary methods such as DSC,
thermo-optical polarizing microscopy or X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) may reveal the
mesophase type and structure.
Viologen-based ionic liquid crystals – recent achievements
A particular class of LC materials are ionic liquid crystals (ILC’s). As the name says,
the mesogenic unit is composed by cations and anions. Therefore, ionic liquid crystals
are materials that combine the properties of classic ionic liquids with that of liquid
crystalline materials. The typical feature of ILC’s is their anisotropic ionic conductivity
which makes them ideally suitable for the field of molecular electronics. The ILC’s
materials were reviewed by Binnemans (2005) [76] and more recently by Axenov
(2011) [70]. Those authors established a classification of ionic liquid crystals as
function of mesogenic ionic unit. According to their taxonomy, there is a variety of
subclasses including: ionic mesogens with organic cations, metal carboxylates,
phosphates and phosphonates, ionic dendrimers, etc.
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The viologen-based ILC’s materials are particularly interesting because they combine
redox/electrochromic properties of 4,4’-bipyridinium unit with anisotropic properties of
liquid crystals [77]. The first viologen-based ionic liquid crystal consisting of a 4,4’bipyridinium unit symmetrically substituted at the nitrogen atoms with 3,6,9trioxatridecyl chains has been synthetized in 1986 by Tabushi et al. [78]. The group of
Saielli showed that the substituted viologen salts with sufficiently long alkyl chains (>
C7H14) exhibit in generally smectic mesophase in a wide range of temperature (0 – 140
°C) since such molecules are rod-like mesogens [79-81]. However, the viologen-based
redox active ILC’s forming columnar phases were later reported by Kato [21] which
designed the discotic mesogens shown in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4 The first columnar liquid-crystalline viologens reported by Kato et al. [21]

N,N’-Aryl viologens possessing para-alkylbenzene sulfonate as counter anion were also
synthetized and they show a smectic A liquid crystalline phase. In the mesophase this
ILC exhibits a reversible redox photochromism in the presence of UV light [82-84].
This property makes such ionic liquid crystals very interesting for the development of
optical writable devices.
In this context the incorporation of redox viologens into a LC matrix, by ion pairing
with amphiphilic anions is a promising approach that can be used to develop new
functional materials combining the redox/electrochromic properties of viologen with the
anisotropic characteristics of liquid crystalline materials. Moreover, efforts could be
directed towards designing of viologen-based mesogens containing functional groups
(i.e. with hydrogen bonding abilities) as a strategy to enhance the physico-chemical
properties of the corresponding ILC’s.
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1.3.5 Hydrogen bonded layer-by-layer self-assembly
The design of smart surfaces by using small building units and exploring suitable
intramolecular interactions such as electrostatic [85, 86], hydrogen bonding [87-91], -
stacking [92, 93], hydrophobic or van der Waals forces [94] represents a promising
approach for potential applications in the fields of biosensors [95], catalysis [96],
optical data storage [97], molecular electronics [98] or surface property switching [99].
The surface functionalization using layer-by-layer (LbL) technique [100] has become a
versatile and simple option for making nanostructured films under mild conditions,
which is an important issue for preserving, for example, the activity of biomolecules.
Simplified, layer-by-layer technique consists in depositing alternating layers of a certain
material with wash steps in between. The deposition may be achieved by dip-coating,
spray-coating, spin-coating, etc. The LbL technique has a series of advantages like: (1)
it is simple, (2) it can be inexpensive, (3) a wide variety of materials can be deposited,
i.e., polyions, metals, ceramics, nanoparticles, biological molecules and, (4) the
thickness of deposited layer can be easily controlled. This last advantage arises from the
linear growth of the film thickness with the number of deposition steps.
Characterization of LbL films is typically done by optical methods such as ellipsometry
or UV-Vis spectroscopy but not restricted to.
The LbL technique was developed in the early 90’s by Decher which applied this
method to deposit polyelectrolytes with opposite charge on solid support [85, 101].
Particularly, layer-by-layer assembly based on hydrogen bonding interactions was
demonstrated in 1997, simultaneously by the groups of Rubner [89] and Wang [88].
Since then, a lot of studies were reported on thin-film fabrication based on hydrogen
bonded LbL deposition by using a variety of building blocks [102-106]. Hydrogen
bonded layer-by-layer assembly approach is a relatively young area of research which is
receiving growing attention. The possibilities of controlling the hydrogen bonded films
stability by simply changing parameters such as ion strength, pH or temperature make
such films attractive for controlled release applications [107].
The hydrogen bonded layer-by-layer deposition based on molecular recognition of
DNA nucleobases was successfully applied by Manna et al. [87] to self-assembly
adenine-modified chitosan and thymine-modified hyaluronic acid on quartz solid
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support (cf. Scheme 1.3). Park et al. [108] used thymine-adenine molecular recognition
to immobilize zeolite microcrystals on glass substrate.

Scheme 1.3 Fabrication of H-bonded multilayer thin film using the Watson-Crick base pairing Principle.
CHI = chitosan, HA = hyaluronic acid [87]

The layer-by-layer deposition using the hydrogen bonding between natural nucleobases
is an intriguing approach that could be applied to generate very easy functional surfaces
with great potential in the biosensoric field.
1.3.6 Mesoporous TiO2 film as solid support for electrochemical devices
Titanium dioxide (TiO2) has emerged as an important metal oxide in the development of
nanostructured substrates with good technological and physico-chemical characteristics
such as: good refractive index (n=2.4), semiconductive properties, biological
compatibility and easy processability. Therefore, TiO2 has been widely used as a
suitable support for a variety of applications in the field of biosensors [109, 110],
electrochromic windows [111-115], dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC) [116, 117],
photocatalysis [118], etc. The TiO2 films are prepared by several methods including
spray coating [119, 120], screen printing [121, 122] or liquid phase crystal deposition
(LPCD) [123]. The thickness and structure of TiO2 nanostructured film are dependent
on the method of fabrication. Particularly, TiO2 film (cf. Figure 1.5), prepared by doctor
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blade method [112] has a mesoporous internal structure composed of nano-sized
crystalline particles (diameter range 10-100 nm) sintered together in an interconnected
network. The mesopores diameter is in the range 10-15 nm [124, 125]. Such TiO2 film
has found application as support for construction of electrochromic devices for two
reasons: firstly, it has a considerably high surface availability for functionalization [126]
and secondly has good affinity for a variety of anchoring functional groups like
salicylate, carboxylate, phosphonate, sulfonate, pyridine and its derivatives, ketones and
aldehydes, silanes, etc. [127, 128].

Figure 1.5 Scanning electron micrograph of nanostructured TiO2 used for NanochromicsTM displays
[129]

1.3.7 Electrochromic devices - principle and construction
Electrochromic devices (ECD) are one kind of electrochemical cells [126]. The basic
structure of electrochromic devices embodies five superimposed layers in a laminated
configuration on one substrate or positioned between two substrates. Figure 1.6 shows
schematically the prototype of an EC device with its components [130]: i) two optical
transparent electrodes (OTE) comprising in a glass slide coated with a conductive film
such as indium tin oxide (ITO) or fluorine tin oxide (FTO); ii) an electrochromic layer
(EC) which is usually an inorganic oxide (WO3 widely used) but can be also an organic
film; iii) an ion storage layer (or a secondary EC film) deposited on the opposite counter
electrode; iv) an electrolyte solution (or gel) sandwiched between the two optical
transparent layers. When a voltage is applied between the electrodes, the electrochromic
film is reduced concomitantly with changing of its color. During the redox process, the
electrolyte solution/gel ensures the charge transport between the two electrodes.
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Figure 1.6 Electrochromic device design showing the movement of ions under an externally applied
electric field [130]
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CHAPTER 2
Viologen-Nucleobase Derivatives: Synthesis and
Characterization
The design of small bifunctional molecules consisting of a redox core and capping
groups with molecular recognition function is of great interest for creating new
supramolecular materials with enhanced physico-chemical properties [3]. In respect
with this, the current study aims to describe the synthesis and properties of a new class
of self-assembling, electroactive molecules, consisting of a viologen core and
nucleobase terminal groups. Such a combination is interesting since the 4,4’bipyridinium, known as good acceptor used in electrochemical processes [11] may
interact with electron rich systems like nucleobases [131] with consequences on the
electronic properties.
The molecular design consists in a “triad” molecule nucleobase-viologen-nucleobase in
which the functional tails are connected by flexible polymethylene spacers (-(CH2)n-)
(Scheme 2.1). There are two main features that may arise from the unique structural
topology of such derivatives: (1) an intra/intermolecular donor-acceptor relationship
between viologen core and nucleobases and, (2) a self-assembly ability due to the
nucleobases properties to interact by hydrogen bonding.

Scheme 2.1 The molecular design of viologens capped by nucleobases
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In this Chapter it will be discussed the synthetical pathway of a series of three new
viologen-nucleobase derivatives based on a redox active 4,4’-bypiridinium core capped
by thymine (1/An-), adenine (2/An-) or thymine/adenine (3/An-), respectively, and their
corresponding precursors P1/An- and P2/An- (Scheme 2.2). A major attention has been
paid to connect the nucleobases via a short alkyl spacer using the N(1) position of
thymine or N(9) position of adenine as connection points. In this way, the molecular
recognition function by hydrogen bonding of the nucleobases is preserved as in the case
of natural DNA. Such a molecular design permits to exploit simultaneously both
functionalities (redox and molecular recognition). The series of compounds 1/An--3/Anin which the nucleobase capping groups are varied systematically, allows to investigate
how the attached nucleobase (i.e. purine or pyrimidine) will influence the overall
properties, as well as their differences are. Despite the effort to obtain a fully systematic
system, the use of the same connection spacer between nucleobase and viologen was
not possible due to the limitations in the synthesis of alkylated nucleobase precursors
containing the same alky group as will be discussed in the Section 2.1.1.
Electrochemical, spectroelectrochemical and optical properties of the new materials
were investigated. The influence of the nucleobases capping groups on the redox and
optical properties of the 4,4’-bipyridinium core was especially addressed.
The synthesized molecules containing a viologen core with redox properties, and
biologically active capping groups nucleobase units are new and offer an unusual
combination with several functionalities such fast electron transfer reactions, chargetransfer or low potential reduction for biological systems.

2.1 Synthesis of viologen-nucleobase derivatives
The strategy of the synthesis implies two main stages:
i) Regioselective alkylation of nucleobases (i.e. thymine or adenine) with alkyl
dihalides;
ii) Coupling of the alkylated nucleobases at the nitrogen atoms of the 4,4’-bipyridine
core.
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110oC, 92%; (viii) P2 as PF6- salt with two-fold excess of 1-(3-bromopropyl)thymine, DMF, 70 h, 80 oC, 45% (3/PF6-)

(P1/Br-); (v) 1,2-dibromoethane, K2CO3 in DMF, 48 h, r.t., 61%, (vi) precursor P2/Br-, H2O, 17 days, 80oC, 85% (2/Br-); (vii) 4,4’-bipyridine, nitrobenzene, 48 h,

3 equiv. of 1,3-dibromopropane, DMF, 24h, 80oC, 34%, (iii) 4,4’-bipyridine, DMF, 4 days, 80oC, 76% (1/Br-); (iv) 4,4’-bipyridine, nitrobenzene, 48 h, 110 oC, 83%

Scheme 2.2 Synthetic pathway to prepare compounds 1-3/An- and monosubstituted precursors P1/An- and P2/An-: (i) HMDS and Me3SiCl (cat.), 21h, reflux, 95%, (ii)
Chapter 2
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2.1.1 Nucleobases alkylation
Two alkylated nucleobase derivatives, 1-(3-bromopropyl)thymine [132, 133] and 9-(2bromoethyl)adenine [134], were synthetized according to the protocols adopted from
previously published literature.
Difficulties arose during alkylation of thymine because of a lack in regioselectivity.
Thymine can be simultaneously alkylated at the N(1), N(3), O(2) and O(4) positions.
Moreover, Nawrot et al. [42] reported the formation of a variety of internal cyclization
products or covalently-bridged thymine dimers for the reaction of thymine with dialkyl
halides. The regioselectivity problem was solved by protection of carbonyl functional
groups according to the procedure reported by Vorbrüggen [133]. The thymine was
preliminary converted to bis-(O-silylated) analogue derivative in reaction with HMDS
(Scheme 2.2, step i) and subsequently alkylated with 1,3-dibromopropane to obtain 1(3-bromopropyl)thymine in 34% overall yield (Scheme 2.2, step ii). The synthesis of
analogue derivative 1-(2-bromoethyl)thymine using the above mentioned procedure
gives the desired product in very low yield (< 10%). For this reason the preparation of
ethylene-spacer containing thymine compounds was no longer followed.
The alkylation of adenine at the N(9) position was performed directly with 1,2dibromoethane in DMF to afford 9-(2-bromoethyl)adenine as the main product in 62%
yield without any protection of the purine ring (Scheme 2.2, step v). The alkylation with
1,3-dibromopropane in the similar conditions gives predominantly an cyclic ionic
derivative as reported by Schall [132], hence the preparation of propyl-spacer adenine
compounds was abandoned.
2.1.2 Coupling of the alkylated nucleobases to 4,4’-bipyridinium unit
The monosubstituted precursors P1/An-, P2/An- and viologen-nucleobase derivatives 13/An- were synthetized by means of the Menschutkin reaction of 9-(2bromoethyl)adenine or 1-(3-bromopropyl)thymine with 4,4’-bipyridine.
The P1/Br- and P2/Br- derivatives were obtained in 68% and 92% yield respectively,
by reacting 1-(3-bromopropyl)thymine and 9-(2-bromoethyl)adenine with two-fold
excess of 4,4’-bipyridine in nitrobenzene (Scheme 2.2, step iv and vii). The 1H-NMR
spectra of both the compounds are depicted in Figure 2.1, showing the assignments of
signals, and structural elements.
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Figure 2.1 1H-NMR spectra of P1/Br- (a) and P2/Br- (b)

The kinetic of synthesis reaction of P1/Br- and P2/Br- was investigated. In Figure 2.2 is
depicted the plot of conversion rate (wt%) of the alkylation substrates 1-(3bromopropyl)thymine and 9-(2-bromoethyl)adenine over the reaction time. It can be
observed that the monoalkylation of 4,4’-bipyridine occurred faster and in higher yield
in the presence of 1-(3-bromopropyl)thymine compared with 9-(2-bromoethyl)adenine
under the same reaction conditions.
P1/An- and P2/An- were further used as precursors in the synthesis of disubstituted
viologen-nucleobase derivatives 2/An- and 3/An-, according with the Scheme 2.2, or as
dendrons in the divergent synthesis of viologen-based dendrimers capping nucleobase
units at the periphery [4].
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Figure 2.2 Reaction kinetic for P1/Br- (continues line) and P2/Br- (dashed line) in nitrobenzene at 110°C

The symmetrical N,N’-disubstituted viologen-thymine derivative 1/Br- was prepared in
76% yield in a one pot dialkylation of 4,4’-bipyridine with 4.6-fold excess of 1-(3bromopropyl)thymine in DMF (Scheme 2.2, reaction step iii).
The one pot synthesis of compound 2/Br-, which involves dialkylation of 4,4’bipyridine with 9-(2-bromoethyl)adenine, failed in solvents such as DMF or
acetonitrile. The low solubility of the adenine substrate corroborated with the formation
of insoluble monobromide salt during monoalkylation of 4,4’-bipyridine caused a
partial precipitation of the monosubstituted salt before the second quaternization was
completed. The best yield of 85% and complete conversion into disubstituted product
2/Br- was achieved in water, using the precursor P2/Br- as nucleophilic substrate, at
80oC, and 17 days of reaction time (Scheme 2.2, step vi). In this case, the rate of the
reaction was slow since the nucleophile was sterically shielded due to the hydrogen
bonding with the protic solvent. Supplementary addition of 9-(2-bromoethyl)adenine
was necessary during the reaction because the alkylation substrate was partially
transformed in 9-(2-hydroxyethyl)adenine in the course of a side reaction with the
solvent (Scheme 2.3). In situ 1H-NMR of the reaction mixture showed the evolution of
two new triplets (4.02 ppm and 4.41 ppm) and two new singlets (8.30 ppm and 8.33
ppm) typically to the formation of 9-(2-hydroxyethyl)adenine [135]. The occurrence of
the hydrolysis was also confirmed by the gradually decreasing of the pH over the
reaction time as a result of hydrobromic acid formation.
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Scheme 2.3 Conversion of 9-(2-bromoethyl)adenine into 9-(2-hydroxyethyl)adenine in the presence of
water

Generally, the synthesis of asymmetric 1,1’-disubstituted 4,4’-bipyridinium derivatives
requires two steps [11]. In a first step, the solvent used in Menschutkin reaction should
be sufficiently low-polar to allow the precipitation of the monosubstituted product
before the formation of the symmetrical 1,1’-disubstituted 4,4’-bipyridinium derivative.
In the second reaction step, a solvent of higher polarity is required to facilitate the
dissolution of the monosubstituted 4,4’-bipyridinium derivative and allows for the
alkylation reaction in the presence of the second alkylation substrate. Thus, compound
3/PF6- was prepared following the above mentioned synthesis strategy. Starting from
4,4’-bipyridine, the monoalkylation reaction was performed first with 9-(2bromoethyl)adenine in nitrobenzene to yield compound P2/Br- (Scheme 2.2, step vii).
Subsequently, P2/Br- was converted quantitatively by metathesis reaction in the
analogue derivative P2/PF6-. In the second step, the compound P2 as PF6- salt was
treated with 3 fold excess of 1-(3-bromopropyl)thymine in DMF to yield the
corresponding asymmetrically 1,1’-disubstituted 4,4’-bipyridinium compound 3/PF6- in
45% yield after purification (Scheme 2.2, step vii).
The full characterization of viologen-nucleobase derivatives 1/An--3/An- and
monoalkylated precursors (P1/An- and P2/An-) were confirmed by 1H-,

13

C-NMR and

elemental analysis (cf. Chapter 6). The 1/Br--3/Br- salts are slightly hygroscopic
compared with analogues derivatives 1/PF6--3/PF6-. Figure 2.3 depicts the 1H-NMR
spectra of the compounds 1/Br- (Figure 2.3a), 2/Br- (Figure 2.3b) and 3/PF6- (Figure
2.3c) together with the respective structure formulas. The spectra confirm the molecular
structures of the substances, since each signal could be assigned to the corresponding
structure elements. The same holds true with the 13C-NMR spectra (not shown here), cf.
Chapter 6. Their purity estimated from the 1H-NMR spectra was around 95%, however
elemental analysis provided the purity of viologen-nucleobase derivatives 1/PF6--3/PF6to exceed 98%.
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Figure 2.3 1H-NMR spectra of 1/Br- (a), 2/Br- (b) and 3/PF6- (c)
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2.2 Study of physico-chemical properties
2.2.1 Optical and spectroelectrochemical properties
The optical properties of dicationic derivatives 1/An--3/An- were investigated by means
of UV-Vis spectroscopy, as bromide salts in aqueous solution or as PF6- salts in DMF.
The UV-Vis measurements in DMF were performed with, or without addition of
tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6), to investigate the influence of
ionic strength on the optical characteristics. All UV-Vis measurements were performed
at 21°C.
Figure 2.4 shows the normalized UV spectra, Anorm[0,1]=(A-Amin)/(Amax-Amin), of
compounds 1/Br--3/Br- in aqueous solution. In their dicationic state the compounds
1/Br--3/Br- absorb light in UV range due to the overlapping electronic transitions of the
chromophoric units, i.e. thymine, adenine, and 4,4’-bipyridinium. The wavelength of
the maximum absorption shifts slightly to the red region for compounds capped by
thymine (λmax(1/Br-)= 268 nm; λmax(2/Br-)= 260 nm; λmax(3/Br-)= 263 nm).

Figure 2.4 UV spectra of compounds 1/Br- (continues line), 2/Br- (dotted line), and 3/Br- (dashed
line) (5·10-5 mol·l-1) in aqueous solution
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In contrast to UV-Vis measurement of 1/Br--3/Br- in aqueous solution, the analogues
compounds 1/PF6--3/PF6- in DMF exhibited a second absorption band in the visual
range of the spectra with λmax2 at about 400 nm (cf. Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5 CT absorption band of compounds 1/PF6- (continues line) 2/PF6- (dashed line) and 3/PF6(dotted line); concentration 0.1 mM in DMF

Since the analogue 1,1’-dibenzyl-4,4’-bipyridinium derivative (BV2+) shows only one
UV band at 260 nm [11], the second absorption band of compounds 1/PF6--3/PF6observed in DMF must be caused by the presence of the nucleobase units. Since pure
thymine and adenine do not absorb light around 400-500 nm [136] it must be concluded
the presence of a charge transfer interaction (CT) of the thymine and adenine moieties
with 4,4’-bipyridinium unit. The 4,4’-bipyridinium compounds in dicationic state (V2+)
are known as electron deficient derivatives [11], capable to interact as charge acceptor
(A) in a CT system with electron rich molecules such crown ethers [137], indoles [138]
or naphtholes derivatives [139, 140]. Moreover, the nucleobases are known as aromatic
electron rich systems capable to interact as charge donors (D) with electron deficient
derivatives [131]. The CT band is characterized by a broad shape and a low extinction
coefficient which is typical for the CT interaction of 4,4’-bipyridinium derivatives
[141]. The possible ion pair charge-transfer (IPCT) between viologen core and the
counter anion can be excluded since the PF6- (used as counter anion in this study) is
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known as a non-coordinative anion [142]. Noteworthy, the extinction coefficient of CT
band (εCT) increases in the order 2<3<1 (cf. Table 2.1). This trend suggests a higher
extent of CT complexation in the case of viologen derivatives capped by thymine.
With the goal to elucidate the type of charge transfer interaction (intra- or
intermolecular) an UV-Vis study was performed in which the extinction coefficient at
404 nm of the CT band (εCT) was monitored in the concentration range from 2.5·10-6 to
5·10-4 mol/l). The experiment was performed in DMF at 21°C. The molar extinction
coefficient of the CT band decreases with the increase of concentration as can be
observed in Figure 2.6a when no additional salt was added. This trend shows that the
CT interaction between 4,4’-bipyridinium unit and the nucleobases is suppressed by the
increase of intrinsic ionic strength. This bahavior is in accordance with the studies of
Monk which investigated the influence of ionic strength on the CT interactions of
viologens with a variety of neutral or anionic donors [141].
In a second series of experiments the ionic strength was kept constant (I=0.1 mol/l) by
adding inert salt TBAPF6 and the extinction coefficient of the CT band was monitored

Figure 2.6 Concentration dependency of molar extinction coefficient at 404 nm of compound 1/PF6-: a)
in the absence or, b) in the presence of 0.1 M TBAPF6 and the corresponding CT bands (c and d)
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in the concentration range from 7.5·10-6 to 6·10-5 mol/l. In this case no variation of εCT
over the concentration was observed (Figure 2.6b). This result demonstrates that the
charge transfer interaction between nucleobase and viologen unit occurred
intramolecular. In order to undergo intramolecular CT, the nucleobase moieties have to
fold in a parallel face-to-face conformation with the viologen unit. In this particular
case, the difference in CT association constant observed between the compounds
capped by thymine and those capped by adenine can be explained by the better
flexibility of the propylene spacer compared to ethylene which permits to the donor
moiety to fold and stack with the acceptor core in a co-facial manner. However, the
intensity of the CT absorption spectrum is also dependent on the donor nature (i.e.
purine or pyrimidine) and their auxochromic groups with mesomeric effects +M or –M.
For this reason, the exact discrimination between the effect of the spacer length and the
nature of nucleobase is difficult in this system.
Among the examples discussed in literature [143-145] this is the first intramolecular CT
system between viologen and nucleobases. Figure 2.7 represents a computed molecular
model of intramolecular CT interaction in viologen-nucleobase derivatives.

Figure 2.7 Computed models of intramolecular CT interaction between viologen and nucleobases in
compound 1/Cl- (a) and 2/Cl- (b), respectively

The optical characterization of viologen-nucleobase derivatives 1/PF6--3/PF6- in their
reduced state was performed at 21 °C using a three-electrode electrochemical cell,
Ag/AgCl as reference electrode, and NaClO4/DMF as supporting electrolyte.
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Figure 2.8a shows a series of UV-Vis spectra obtained from 1/PF6- on stepwise
increasing of the applied potential from 0 to -600 mV. Whyle the absorption at 260 nm
decreases, both absorption bands at λmax3=401 nm and λmax4=607 nm become stronger.

Figure 2.8 (a) UV-VIS spectra of compound 1/PF6- (0.1 mmol/l) in 0.1 M NaClO4/DMF electrolyte
during electrochemical titration. The arrows indicate the evolution of the spectra from 0 to -600 mV. (b)
Plot of normalized absorbance at 600 nm for compounds 1/PF6--3/PF6- versus potential
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In the reduced state (V+•), compounds 1/PF6--3/PF6- show the typical absorption band of
1,1’-dialkylated

4,4’-bipyridinium

unconjugated

derivatives

with

maximum

wavelengths at 401 nm, and 605 nm (λmax3 and λmax4 in Table 2.1) respectively
corresponding to blue colour. By monitoring the absorption at 600 nm as a function of
the applied potential, the corresponding sigmoidal curves from Figure 2.8b were
obtained. The potential value for which half of the V2+ species are reduced to the blue
radical-cation species (V+•) (inflection point of the sigmoidal curves) corresponds to the
half-wave potential of the first reduction step (E1/2).
The optical characteristics derived from the corresponding UV-Vis spectra of 1/PF6-3/An- in dicationic state (V2+) and radical-cationic state (V+•) respectively, are
summarized in Table 2.1
Table 2.1 UV-Vis absorption wavelengths and molar extinction coefficients of 1/An--3/An-[a]
Oxidized state (V2+)

Reduced state (V+•)

Compound

[a]

λmax1(ε)[b]

λmax2(ε)[c]

λmax3(ε)[d]

λmax4(ε)[d]

1/An-

268 (46.1)

404 (1.21)

401 (44.40)

607(14.69)

2/An-

260 (45.5)

412 (0.74)

401 (37.67)

605 (13.43)

3/An-

263(44.4)

405 (1.1)

401 (38.50)

606 (13.08)

Wavelength of maximum absorption (λmax) expressed in nm and extinction coefficient (ε) in parenthesis

expressed as 103·l·mol-1·cm-1;
3/PF6- (0.1 mM) in DMF;

[d]

[b]

Determined for 1/Br--3/Br- (0.05 mM) in H2O; [c]Determined for 1/PF6--

Determined for 1/PF6--3/PF6- (0.1 mM) electrolyte solution NaClO4/DMF

(0.1 M).

2.2.2 Electrochemical properties
Compounds 1/PF6--3/PF6- (conc. = 0.5 mM) were characterized by cyclic voltammetry
in 0.1 M NaClO4/DMF electrolyte at the surface of a glassy carbon electrode and using
Ag/AgCl as reference electrode. All electrochemical measurements were performed at
21°C. The corresponding cyclic voltammograms of compounds 1/PF6--3/PF6- (cf.
Figure 2.9a) represent the typical reduction of the 4,4’-bipyridinium units from the
dication state (V2+) to radical cation (V+•) and further to the neutral species (V0) [14].
The reduction mechanism implies two subsequent one-electron transfer steps. The ratio
of the cathodic and anodic current peaks (Ipc/Ipa) was calculated after baseline correction
of the corresponding cyclic voltammograms and satisfies the condition for reversibility
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(Ipc/Ipa=1). The first reduction step of compounds 1/PF6--3/PF6- is a diffusion-controlled
process in the range of scan rate from 0.1 to 1 V·s-1 as it can be observed from the linear
plot of current (Ipc1) versus the square root of the scan rate (Figure 2.9b).

Figure 2.9 a) Cyclic voltammograms of compound 1/PF6- (continues line), 2/PF6- (dotted line) and 3/PF6(dashed line) at 0.1 V·s-1 scan rate versus Ag/AgCl (3M KCl) in 0.1 M NaClO4/DMF; b) Linear
regression of peak current (Ipc1) versus the square root of the scan rate
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The diffusion coefficients of the dicationic species in DMF (cf. Table 2.2) were
calculated from the voltammetric data using a derivative form of Randles–Sevcik
equation (2.1):
D = [B / (2.69 · 105 · z3/2 · A · c)]2

(2.1)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, B is the slope of the linear regression of the peak
current (Ipc1) versus the square root of the scan rate, A is the area of the surface of the
electrode (0.031 cm2), z is the number of electron transferred (z=1) and c is the
concentration of the analyte in electrolyte solution (5·10-7 mol·cm-3). The diffusion
coefficients have similar values for all three compounds which suggest no selfassociation of the dicationic viologen-nucleobase species in a polar solvent such as
DMF.
The electrochemical parameters of the compounds 1/PF6-, 2/PF6- and 3/PF6- are
presented in Table 2.2. The formal potential values E01 and E02, corresponding to each
electron transfer step, are more negative (approx. 60 mV) in the case of compound
1/PF6- compared with compound 2/PF6-, while the formal potential values E01 and E02
of compound 3/PF6- are situated between the values recorded for the compounds 1/PF6and 2/PF6-.
Table 2.2 Electrochemical parameters for the compounds 1/PF6--3/PF6- from cyclic voltammetry[a]
Compound

D

v

Epc1[b]

Epa1

Eo1[c]

ΔE1[d]

Epc2

Epa2

Eo2

ΔE2

1/PF6-

3.3·10-6

0.1

-391

-330

-360

61

-781

-718

-750

63

0.3

-393

-325

-359

68

-784

-715

-750

69

0.6

-393

-320

-357

73

-789

-720

-755

69

1

-393

-317

-355

76

-791

-715

-753

76

0.1

-342

-273

-308

69

-715

-649

-682

66

0.3

-342

-269

-306

73

-723

-649

-686

74

0.6

-344

-269

-307

75

-725

-649

-687

76

1

-342

-266

-304

76

-732

-659

-696

73

0.1

-366

-298

-332

68

-752

-681

-717

71

0.3

-366

-298

-332

68

-757

-684

-721

73

0.6

-369

-295

-332

74

-764

-686

-725

78

1

-366

-288

-344

78

-771

-684

-727

87

2/PF6-

3/PF6-

3.4·10

3.1·10

-6

-6

[a]

All potential parameters are expressed in mV versus Ag/AgCl, the diffusion coefficients (D) in cm2·s-1

and the scan rate (v) in V·s-1;
[c] o

[b]

Epc1, Epa1, Epc2 and Epa2 represent the corresponding half-wave potentials;

o

E 1 and E 2 represent the calculated formal potentials; [d]ΔE1 and ΔE2 represent the separation potential.
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Compounds 1/PF6--3/PF6- were reduced at much more positive potential compared to
well-known analogue 1,1’-dimethyl-4,4’-bipyridinium (E01=-380 mV versus Ag/AgCl)
measured in the similar experimental conditions [146]. The low reduction potentials
observed in the case of derivatives 1/PF6--3/PF6- could be attributed to the electronic
effects of the substituents 9-(2-ethylene)adenine and/or 1-(3-propylene)thymine
attached covalently to the nitrogen atoms. However, the observed potential shift cannot
be explained by the intermolecular association, because Figure 2.9b demonstrates equal
diffusion coefficients, i.e. equal hydrodynamic radii with compounds 1/PF6--3/PF6- in
DMF.
2.2.3 Chemical reduction
The chemical reduction of viologens in the presence of strong reduction agents such as
sodium dithionite (E=-0.66 V) [25] are of special interest since the reduced species can
be used as redox indicators in photosynthetic studies [147, 148], as electron transfer
catalysts (ETC) in the reduction of aldehydes and ketones [24] or for hydrogen
generation [149].
The chemical reduction was performed by adding 0.05 ml aqueous solution of Na2S2O4
(10 mM) in 2 mL Tris-H2SO4 buffer (pH 8.5) solution of compounds 1/Br--3/Br- (conc.
= 0.5 mM) under nitrogen atmosphere. The reduction reaction was monitored in situ by
UV-Vis spectroscopy. The initial spectra of compounds 1/Br-, 2/Br- and 3/Br- in the
oxidized state contain an absorption band in UV range attributed to the nucleobases
adenine, thymine and dicationic 4,4’-bipyridinium moieties as previously discussed in
Section 2.2.1. Upon addition of Na2S2O4, the color of the solution of all three
compounds changes to blue with two absorption maxima at about 401 nm and 605 nm
(Figure 2.10), typical for the formation of the radical cation state (V+•) [11]. The
absorption at 315 nm (ε=8043 L·mol-1·cm-1) is attributed to the dithionite anion present
in the solution [150]. The inset in Figure 2.10 represents the absorption band of pure
Na2S2O4 in Tris-H2SO4 buffer at pH = 8.5. Upon air contact, the reduced solutions of
4,4’-bipyridinium derivatives 1/Br--3/Br- lost their blue color and become colorless.
The absorption band in the visible range attributed to the radical cation species
gradually decreased and concomitantly, the absorption at 260 nm increased implying
that the V+• species were oxidized back to V2+ species in the presence of atmospheric
oxygen after complete consuming of reducing agent SO2-•. The compounds 1/Br--3/Br39
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could play the role of catalyst for an electron transfer reaction for the reduction of
carbonyl compound or nitroarenes by Na2S2O4 [24, 151].

Figure 2.10 UV-Vis spectra of the reduced species of 1/Br--3/Br- (0.5 mM) in the presence of 0.05 ml
Na2S2O4 (10 mM) in Tris-H2SO4 buffer solution (pH 8.5). Inset: UV spectra of dithionite anion

In conclusion, a new series of bifunctional derivatives (1/An--3/An-) based on
combination of redox active “viologen” with nucleobases was prepared by coupling the
nucleobase units to the 4,4’-bipyridine core via nucleophilic substitution reactions.
Depending on the attached “capper” nucleobase, i.e. if 4,4’-bipyridinium core is capped
by thymine, adenine, or thymine/adenine, significantly different characteristics were
observed in optical and electrochemical behavior. An intramolecular charge-transfer
interaction between the viologen as acceptor and nucleobases as donor was
demonstrated by UV-Vis spectroscopy. On the other hand, the aromatic purinic or
pyrimidinic substituents played an important role in the modulation of necessary energy
for the electron transfer (ET) to the viologen units. The radical cation state (V+•) of
derivatives 1/PF6--3/PF6- had the typical color of the unconjugated viologens such as
1,1’-dibenzyl-4,4’-bipyridinium derivative (DBV+•). The anaerobic reduction in the
presence of reducing agents like sodium dithionite leads to transformation of
compounds 1/Br--3/Br- into the reduced radical cation state, which could be used as
catalyst in organic synthesis or as low potential reductants for biological systems.
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CHAPTER 3
Interaction of Viologen-Thymine Derivatives with ssDNA and
Analogue ssPNA
The ability to control the molecular arrangement and packing order of the molecules
represents a useful approach for tuning and optimizing the materials properties, apart
from the chemical functionalization. For instance, bio-inspired self-assembly process
driven by molecular recognition has been recognized as a powerful approach to create
well-defined hierarchical supramolecular assemblies [152]. A good template to organize
small functional molecules and to construct nanostructures with controlled size and
shape is single stranded DNA. Several research groups have used ssDNA as template to
assemble functional π-conjugated molecules and to form well-defined aggregates or
nanostructures with enhanced electronic properties [5-10, 57, 60, 153]. The viologenthymine derivatives are also promising building blocks for construction of selfassembled supramolecular structures in a “biomimetic way” with complementary
oligonucleotides (ssDNA) or analogues peptide nucleic acids (ssPNA) due to their
molecular recognition functionality. As a result of self-assembly process, the new
nanostructured materials are expected to exhibit enhanced optical and optoelectronic
properties with application in the field of supramolecular electronics [154, 155].
Furthermore, viologen-nucleobase derivatives with polycationic scaffold can interact
electrostatically with the negatively charged phosphate backbone of oligonucleotides,
leading to DNA condensation [156]. This aspect makes such polycationic derivatives
interesting for the field of gene therapy as potential non-viral delivery vectors [157].
Considering these possible applications, this chapter discusses the interaction of
viologen-thymine derivatives with complementary adenylic oligomers (dAn) or
analogues adenylic peptide nucleic acid (PNA) in aqueous solution. The temperatureabsorbance dependence experiments (Tm), were performed to study the formation of
self-assembled aggregates by hydrogen bonding. UV-Vis and circular dichroism
spectroscopy were used as methods to characterize and quantify the amount of
electrostatically condensed oligonucleotide. Additionally, the ability of polycationic
viologen-nucleobase derivatives to condense luciferase plasmid DNA as potential gene
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delivery carriers has been discussed. Standards methods such as electrophoresis and
ethidium bromide assay were carried out to characterize the condensation process.

3.1 Hydrogen-bonded self-assemblies of viologen-thymine derivatives
with ssDNA
Two viologen-thymine derivatives were chosen for the current study: rod-like molecule
1/Cl-, capped by two thymine units and “Y-shaped” molecule G0/Cl-, capped by three
thymine units (Scheme 3.1). They differ in shape, number of thymine units and positive
charges per molecule. The compound 1/Cl- was synthetized as reported in Chapter 2,
and subsequently converted by metathesis reaction with tetrabutylammonium chloride
in the analogue chloride salt. G0/Cl- derivative was synthetized by Ms. Ana-Maria
Lepadatu following a previously reported procedure [3]. Both compounds as chloride
salts were characterized by means of 1H-NMR spectroscopy (cf. Experimental part in
Chapter 6). Their purity exceeds 95% accordingly with the NMR data.

Scheme 3.1 Structure of viologen-thymine derivatives: a) 1/Cl- and b) G0/Cl-

The mixtures (1/Cl-):(dA40) and (G0/Cl-):(dA40), were prepared at 21°C in a phosphate
buffer (pH=7) by mixing corresponding stock solutions of viologen-thymine derivatives
1/Cl- and G0/Cl- respectively, with oligonucleotide dA40 in equimolar thymine/adenine
ratio ([T] = [A] = 20 µM).
It is noteworthy to mention first that a fraction of oligonucleotide dA40 precipitated
spontaneously after mixing with respective viologen-thymine derivative, as a result of
competitive electrostatic interaction between polycationic scaffold of viologen and
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negatively charged riboso-phosphate backbone of dA40. It was found that 1/Clprecipitates 24% while compound G0/Cl- precipitated almost 70% of the entire
oligonucleotide. Detailed experimental description for determination of the amount of
precipitated oligonucleotide will be presented in Section 3.2. However, the analysis of
supernatant solutions of (1/Cl-):(dA40) and (G0/Cl-):(dA40) respectively, showed that
oligonucleotide dA40 coexists in solution with viologen-thymine compounds below a
critical concentration and is expected to form hydrogen-bonded aggregates.
The self-assembly process by hydrogen bonding was demonstrated with an optical
method, a so called “denaturation experiment”. Melting point DNA (Tm) or denaturation
experiments consist in monitoring the UV absorption of nucleobases at a fixed
wavelength (usually 260 nm) while the sample is heated up with a constant heating rate.
The temperature-induced hydrogen bond breaking between nucleobases decreases the
degree of π-π staking interaction between adjacent nucleobases in the DNA strand and,
as consequence, a cooperative hyperchromic effect is observed over the temperature
range. Usually, the typical profile of a DNA denaturation experiment is a sigmoidal
curve over temperature in which the inflection point (also called “melting point”)
represents the temperature at which half of the hydrogen bonds in double stranded DNA
are broken. Tm experiments are widely used to investigate the stability of the double
stranded DNA.
Tm curve profiles of the mixture (1/Cl-):(dA40) and (G0/Cl-):(dA40), show a sigmoidal
trend of absorption upon heating with the inflection point at about 37oC (Figure 3.1a
and b). This non-linear hyperchromic effect over the temperature was not observed
when the denaturation experiment was performed on the individually components 1/Cl(10 µM), G0/Cl- (6.66 µM) and oligonucleotide dA40 (0.5 µM), respectively (Figure
3.1c, d and e). The sharp hyperchromic changing at 260 nm over the temperature is
typical for the cooperative hydrogen bond breaking of complementary nucleobases
thymine and adenine as in the case of dsA-T [5]. These results suggest that the
viologen-thymine derivative 1/Cl- and G0/Cl- respectively, is hydrogen bonded to
oligonucleotide dA40. The mixture (1/Cl-):(dA40) exhibited a sharper hyperchromic
effect over the temperature, compared to the mixture (1/Cl-):(dA40) suggesting a
stronger cooperativity of the hydrogen bonding formation in the assembled aggregates.
This is firstly explained by the different shape and structure of derivative G0/Clcompared with the compound 1/Cl-, which influences the supramolecular arrangement
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Figure 3.1 Denaturation experiments of the mixtures (1/Cl-):(dA40) (a), (G0/Cl-):(dA40) (b), and
individually components 1/Cl- (10 µM) (c), G0/Cl- (6.66 µM) (d) and dA40 (0.5 µM) (e) in phosphate
buffer solution (pH = 7)

and thermodynamic stability of the corresponding supramolecular aggregates. Secondly,
the derivate G0/Cl- is capable to bind stronger with the oligonucleotide dA40 since it
contains three thymine units compared with the compound 1/Cl- that contains only two
thymine units. The self-assembly process by hydrogen bonding is enhanced by the
increase of the number of thymine units per viologen-thymine derivative, but becomes
unfavourable with the increase of number of positive charges per molecule due to
electrostatic precipitation of the oligonucleotide.
An hypothetical self-assembled supramolecular model of the compounds 1/Cl-,
respectively G0/Cl- by hydrogen bonding with dA40 is represented in the Scheme 3.2. In
this model, the oligonucleotide dA40 with fibrillar structure plays the role of a template
that directs the formation of the self-assembled nanostructure. The supramolecular
aggregates are stabilized mainly by hydrogen bonding between the complementary
nucleobases adenine and thymine units. Other forces, such as π-π staking or
hydrophobic interactions between adjacent nucleobases may also contribute
energetically to the stabilization of the supramolecular assemblies, in a similar way as
seen in the double stranded DNA (dsDNA). The two theoretical models are inspired by
the plenty of examples in the literature referring to the ability of single stranded DNA to
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direct the formation of hydrogen-bonded supramolecular structures with fibrillar
architectures [5-9, 57, 60]. Further investigations in the solid state, i.e. crystallographic
characterization or transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are needed to confirm the
proposed theoretical models.

Scheme 3.2 Hypothetic hydrogen-bonded self-assembly models of compounds 1/Cl- and G0/Clrespectively, with dA40 oligonucleotide as template

3.2 Electrostatic interaction of viologen-thymine derivatives with
ssDNA
The electrostatic neutralization of DNA by polycationic compounds reduces
considerably the repulsion between DNA molecules and they tend to agglomerate until
finally precipitate from solution. This phenomenon is known as DNA condensation
[156, 158, 159]. The potential of polycationic derivatives to condense DNA is of great
interest because such compounds can be potentially used as non-viral vectors in gene
therapy. For this reason, the interaction between viologen-thymine derivatives and
ssDNA was investigated using optical methods. Figure 3.2 shows the corresponding UV
spectra of the mixture (G0/Cl-):(dA40) and of the individually components (G0/Cl- and
respectively dA40). The strong and irreversible diminishing of UV absorption band
around 260 nm of the mixture (G0/Cl-):(dA40), compared with the spectra of
individually components G0/Cl- and dA40 oligomer respectively, was assigned to the
partially precipitation of the oligonucleotide dA40 due to the electrostatic neutralization.
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Figure 3.2 UV-Vis spectra of G0 [6.66 μM] (dotted line), dA40 [0.5 μM] (dashed line) and mixture
(G0/Cl-):(dA40), [6.66 μM]:[0.5 μM] in phosphate buffer (pH=7)

The precipitation of dA40 in the presence of derivative G0/Cl- was confirmed by circular
dichroism spectroscopy. Figure 3.3 shows the CD spectra of oligonucleotide dA40 and
of the supernatant mixture (G0/Cl-):(dA40) respectively. The CD signature of dA40 is
characterized by three major peaks: at 214 nm (positive), 245 nm (negative) and 273 nm
(positive) which are corresponding to a random-coiled conformation of ssDNA [160].
When the oligonucleotide dA40 was mixed with the compound G0/Cl-, a dramatic
diminishing of the CD signal of the dA40 was observed and was caused by the

Figure 3.3 CD spectra of dA40 [0.5 μM] (continuous line) and mixture (G0/Cl-):(dA40) [6.66 μM] : [0.5
μM] (dashed line) in phosphate buffer (pH=7)
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oligonucleotide precipitation from the bulk solution due to the electrostatic interaction
with the polycationic G0/Cl- derivative.
In a further series of experiments the influence of positive charge number per molecule
of viologen-thymine derivative and the oligonucleotide length on the precipitated
amount of oligonucleotide was sistematically investigated. For this propose, the
viologen-thymine derivative 1/Cl-, carring two pozitive charges, and four viologenbased spheroidal dendrimers with polycationic scaffold, carrying 6 (G0/Cl-), 18 (G1/Cl), 42 (G2/Cl-) and 90 (G3/Cl-) positive charges, respectively 3 (G0/Cl-), 6 (G1/Cl-), 12
(G2/Cl-) and 24 (G3/Cl-) thymine terminal groups on the periphery (Scheme 3.3) were
used in interaction studies with adenylic oligonucleotides dAn of different lengths (n=
20, 40, 80, 140). The synthesis of dendrimers G0-3/Cl- was performed by Ms. AnaMaria Lepadatu accordingly with a previously published procedure and do not make the
subject of this thesis [3, 4]. Their molecular structure and purity (>95%) as chloride
salts was checked by 1H-NMR spectroscopy (cf. Chapter 6).

Scheme 3.3 Schematic representation of dendritic compounds G0-3/Cl- capped by thymine groups at
periphery

The corresponding solution mixtures in phosphate buffer (pH=7) of viologen-thymine
derivatives with oligonucleotides (dAn) were obtained by mixing Stock solutions of the
components in equimolar ratio T/A, as previously described (cf. Section 3.1) at 21°C.
After mixing, spontaneously precipitation occurred. The supernatant solution phase was
isolated and further analysed by means of circular dichroisms spectroscopy. The
advantage of using circular dichroism over UV-Vis spectroscopy lies in the possibility
to determine the oligonucleotide amount individually, since the oligonucleotide is the
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only optically active in CD due to the chirality of desoxyribose moieties. The
percentage amount of precipitated dAn (%mol dAn) was calculated by the formula:
%mol dAn = [1 - (ΔA1 / ΔA2)] · 100

(3.1)

where, ΔA1 is the CD absorbance of the mixture at 245 nm, and ΔA2 is the CD
absorbance of the individually oligonucleotide1 at 245 nm.
The calculation was done considering that the CD signal decreased proportionally with
the amount of precipitated oligonucleotide according with the Lambert-Beer law for
circularly-polarized light:
ΔA(λ) = Δε · c · l

(3.2)

where, ΔA(λ) is the difference between absorption of the left and right circularlypolarized light; Δε is the difference between extinction coefficients for the left and right
circularly-polarized light; c is the concentration of the optical active species in solution
and l is the pathlength.
Figure 3.4a illustrates the influence of the number of positive charges per molecule of
viologen-thymine derivatives on the percentage amount of precipitated dA40. Except the
compound 1/Cl- and G0/Cl-, which produced a partial precipitation, the dendritic
compounds (G1-3/Cl-) precipitated practically the entire amount of oligonucleotide
dA40. Furthermore, the amount of condensed oligonucleotide in the presence of

Figure 3.4 Amount of precipitated dA40 as a function of number of positive charges per molecule of
viologen-thymine derivative (a) and as oligonucleotide length in the presence of G0/Cl- (b)

1

The concentration of individually solution of dAn was the same as used in the mixture dAn: viologen-

thymine derivative
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compound G0/Cl- increased with the length of the oligonucleotide dAn (Figure 3.4b).

3.3 Viologen-thymine derivatives as gene carriers
In an additional study the polycationic viologen-thymine derivatives were tested in vitro
for their function to condense a plasmid DNA (i.e. luciferase). The study was performed
by the members of the research group of Prof. David Oupický (Center for Drug
Delivery and Nanomedicine, Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of
Nebraska Medical Center, United States). Experimental details can be found in the lit.
[161].
Condensation of luciferase in the presence of viologen-nucleobase derivatives 1/Cl-3/Cl- (cf. Scheme 2.2 in Chapter 2 for structural details) or polycationic viologen-based
dendrimers G0-3/Cl- (cf. Scheme 3.2) respectively, was first investigated by ethidium
bromide (EBr) exclusion assay. This method consists in monitoring the fluorescence of
the uncomplexed DNA that is accessible for intercalation with EBr at a given
nitrogen/phosphate (N/P) ratio. The compounds 1/Cl--3/Cl- with the lowest number of
positive charges per molecule (2+) failed to condense plasmid DNA as indicated by the
nonsigmoidal shape of the condensation curves (Figure 3.5a). In the presence of
viologen-thymine dendrimers G0-3/Cl-, the plasmid DNA was fully condensed showing
a typical sigmoidal shape (Figure 3.5b). These findings are in agreement with literature
results obtained with non nucleobase-capped viologen dendrimers [162].
a)

b)

Figure 3.5 DNA condensation ability of viologen-thymine derivatives evaluated by EBr exclusion assay
in 10 mM HEPES buffer: a)
G1/Cl-,

G2/Cl-, ,

1/Cl-,

2/Cl-,

3/Cl- and b) dendrimers

G0/Cl-,

G3/Cl- [161]
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The DNA condensation in the presence of viologen-nucleobase derivatives was
confirmed by agarose gel electrophoresis (Figure 3.6). The complete condensation of
DNA with dendrimers G0-3/Cl- and formation of stable polyplexes was demonstrated
by the absence of plasmid band on the gel. By contrast, the compounds 1/Cl--3/Cl- were
not able to condense DNA since the characteristic band of unprecipitated luciferase was
present in the gel.

Figure 3.6 Gel electrophoresis experiment [161]

Further investigations on the physico-chemical properties of the obtained polyplexes,
their toxicity as well as transfection capacity into the human cells were performed in
group of our cooperation partner, Prof. David Oupický and reported in ref. [161].
Briefly, it was found a strong correlation between the number of positive charges per
molecule of viologen derivatives, molecular weight, shape or peripheral capping groups
on the transfection capabilities. They pointed out that the polyplexes of luciferase
plasmid DNA with viologens capped by thymine groups were more stable and exhibited
better physico-chemical properties (i.e. hydrodynamic size and ζ-potential) then other
analogues viologens. This was assigned to the nucleobases terminal groups that can also
contribute on the binding of viologen-thymine derivatives to the plasmid DNA by base
pairing interactions.

3.4 Hydrogen-bonded self-assemblies of viologen-thymine derivatives
with ssPNA
In this study the oligonucleotide template dA40 was replaced by an analogue single
stranded PNA 10-mer in order to avoid the electrostatic interaction between the
polycationic viologen-thymine derivatives and negatively charged oligonucleotides and
to make use exclusively of hydrogen bonding interactions between complementary
thymine and adenine nucleobases. Peptide nucleic acids (PNA) are synthetic analogues
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of DNA, which mimics very well the structure and properties of DNA [163]. The main
structural difference lies in the neutral peptidic backbone of the PNA in contrast with
the negatively charged desoxyriboso-phosphate backbone of DNA (Figure 3.7).

B = Nucleobase

Figure 3.7 The structure of ssPNA compared with ssDNA [164]

The interaction of adenylic PNA oligomer 10-mer (PNA-A10) with four viologenthymine derivatives, respectively spheroidal viologen-based dendrimers with thymine
terminal groups (G0-3/Cl-), was studied in aqueous solution. The mixtures were
prepared by mixing stock aqueous solution of the respective viologen-thymine
compound with adenylic PNA 10-mer (PNA-A10) in equimolar ratio T/A at 21°C. The
final concentration was adjusted to [T]=[A]=20 µM. The mixtures were characterized
by temperature-absorbance dependence experiments (Tm).
The Tm experiments of the corresponding mixtures showed the same sigmoidal
hyperchromic effect at 260 nm over the temperature, typically for the cooperative T=A
hydrogen bonds breaking in the double helix DNA (Figure 3.8). This result suggests
that the interaction mode of the compounds G0-3/Cl- with the PNA-A10 oligomer takes
place by hydrogen bonding between complementary thymine/adenine nucleobases.
Unlike the case of interaction with oligonucleotides, no precipitation was observed,
indicating that the interaction mode was exclusively by hydrogen bonding.
Extension of the study to PNA of longer chain size, which may enhance the stability of
the resulted supramolecular self-assemblies [7], failed due to the low solubility in
aqueous solution of the more hydrophobic neutral PNA oligomers compared with the
negatively charged ssDNA analogues.
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Figure 3.8 Denaturation experiments of aqueous solution mixtures: G0/Cl- vs PNA-A10 ( ), G1/Cl- vs
PNA-A10 ( ), G2/Cl- vs PNA-A10 ( ), G3/Cl- vs PNA-A10 ( ).

It is important to notice that during the denaturation experiments (Tm), the absorbance at
260 nm decreased irreversibly at elevated temperatures due to a thermal-induced
charge-transfer (CT) interaction between viologen as donor and thymine unit as
acceptor as confirmed by UV-Vis spectroscopy. In order to demonstrate the thermalinduced CT interaction, the individually aqueous solutions of viologen-nucleobase

Figure 3.9 UV-Vis spectra of compound G0/Cl- (0.1 mM) in water: before (continuous line) and after
thermal treatment (dashed line)
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derivatives G0-3/Cl- were exposed at 90°C for 12 hours and then characterized by
means of UV-Vis spectroscopy. The change in color of the corresponding solution from
initially colorless, to pink color after thermal treatment, corresponds in the UV-Vis
spectra with evolution of a new broad band in the visible range (λmax = 500 nm),
concomitantly with decreasing of the UV absorption at 260 nm (Figure 3.9). The
absorption band in visible range is characterized by a broad shape and low extinction
coefficient which is typical for CT bands of 4,4’-bipyridinium dication [141]. The pink
color persisted in time after cooling down to ambient temperature (21°C) indicating an
irreversible charge transfer interaction.
Conclusions:
In the current study it was investigated the interaction of viologen-thymine derivatives
with adenylic oligonucleotides or analogue synthetic ssPNA. The viologen-thymine
derivatives 1/Cl- and G0/Cl-, with relatively low number of positive charges per
molecule, have been interacting by thymine-adenine hydrogen bonding with
complementary dA40 oligonucleotide leading to the formation of supramolecular
aggregates in aqueous solution. The self-assembly aggregation of viologen-nucleobase
derivatives in the presence of ssDNA was demonstrated by optical methods. A
hypothetical model of the self-assembled aggregates is proposed. In this model the
oligonucleotide is expected to act as a template molecule which directs the formation of
supramolecular structures with fibrillar conformation. However, the proposed model
needs further to be confirmed experimentally by crystallographic analysis or electron
microscopic methods. The H-bonded self-assembly approach is promising for tuning
optical and optoelectronic properties of the resulted materials due to incorporation of a
redox active functionality (i.e. viologen) into a highly-ordered supramolecular matrix.
On the other hand, viologen-thymine derivatives were found to interact electrostatically
leading to the partial or total precipitation of the oligonucleotides, strongly depending
on the oligonucleotide length and the number of positive charges per viologennucleobase derivative.
When neutral analogue adenylic ssPNA 10-mer was used as a template to direct the
self-assembly process of polycationic viologen-thymine derivatives G0-3/Cl-, the
interaction mode was exclusively by hydrogen bonding leading to the formation of selfassembled aggregates as demonstrated by the Tm experiments.
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In an additional study the capacity of polycationic viologen-nucleobase derivatives to
condense luciferase plasmid DNA has been investigated. A strong correlation has been
found between the number of positive charges per molecule of viologen-thymine
derivatives and the capacity to form polyplexes with optimal physicochemical
properties that can be used in vitro for the DNA transfection. The combined effects of
the polycationic scaffold with the thymine group functionality increase the biological
significance of the viologen-nucleobase derivatives as potentially gene-delivery vectors
in gene therapy.
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CHAPTER 4
Mesogenic Viologen-Nucleobase Derivatives with SelfAssociation Behavior in Low Polar Solvents
Bis-quaternized 4,4’-bipyridinium derivatives (“viologens”) are well known building
blocks of special importance, because they allow the generation of functional materials
with optoelectronic properties such as electrochromism [111, 112], photochromism [84,
165], thermochromism [166], electron transfer [167, 168] and charge transfer abilities
[141, 169]. The viologen-based compounds are an alternative to the classical ionic
organic mesogenic cores such as pyridinium or imidazolium salts [70, 76]. They can be
used as photochromic and electrochromic additives in a liquid crystalline matrix to
construct a “task specific” material. Particularly, the mesogenic ionic complexes of
polycationic viologens derivatives (MV2+, V3+ and V6+) with anionic cunitic ligands

Scheme 4.1 Molecular structures of the viologen units with two (MV2+), three (V3+) and six (MV6+)
positive charges, as well as the anionic cunitic ligand (DOBS-) and schematic sketch of the proposed
molecular arrangement in the columnar mesophases of the viologen : sulfonate complexes
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such as 3,4,5-tris(dodecyloxy)benzene sulfonate (DOBS-) were prepared in our group
by phase transfer catalysis (Scheme 4.1, realized by Dr. Simona Asaftei and published
in ref. [22]). The respective new materials exhibited LC properties in a low and broad
temperature range (30 - 270°C), ionic conductivity, thermo- or electrochromism.
In this context, the current study represents an extension of above mentioned work and
aimed to incorporate 4,4’-bipyridinium derivatives capped by nucleobases (i.e. purine or
pyrimidine) into an ionic liquid crystalline matrix. This approach is a promising
pathway for tuning the material properties since the nucleobase units, with hydrogen
bonding abilities, may influence the overall supramolecular arrangement of the new
nanostructured materials.
In the following paragraphs the synthesis and the properties of a new class of redoxactive ionic complexes, consisting in ion-pairing of dicationic derivatives (1-3)2+ with
amphiphilic anion 3,4,5-tris(dodecyloxy)benzene sulfonate (DOBS-) will be discussed
(Scheme 4.2).

Scheme 4.2 Ionic complexes of dicationic viologens with amphiphilic anion 3,4,5-tris(dodecyloxy)benzene sulfonate

The self-association behavior by hydrogen bonding in low-polar media and the
influence of solvent nature, temperature or concentration were systematically
investigated. The new ionic complexes were further electrochemically characterized in
solution and the effect of self-association on the redox properties was addressed.
Thermal behavior and electrochromic properties in the bulk state were finally
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investigated. A direct comparison with the analogues 1,1’-dimethyl-4,4-bipyridinium,
MV2+(DOBS)2 was performed at any point of discussion to reveal the influence of
nucleobase capping groups on the physico-chemical properties. This compound was
chosen for comparison because is capped by two methyl groups at nitrogen atoms
instead nucleobase terminal groups, permitting to discriminate the effect induced by
nucleobases.

4.1 Synthesis
Ionic complexes 12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2 and 32+(DOBS)2 were prepared in a phase
transfer reaction of cationic viologen derivatives 1/I-, 2/I- and 3/I- respectively, with
caesium 3,4,5-tris(dodecyloxy)benzene sulfonate (CsDOBS). Derivatives 1-3/I- were
synthetized as presented in Chapter 2 to purity higher than 98%. CsDOBS was prepared
by Dr. Enfeng Song following a procedure reported in literature [170].
An aqueous solution (0.01 M) of either 1/I- (47 ml), 2/I- (36 ml) or 3/I-(34 ml)
respectively, was vigorously mixed with an equal volume of chloroform solution (0.01
M) of hydrophobic CsDOBS [170] for 12 hours at 21°C. During the reaction, the color
of the organic phase changed from colorless to yellow, typical for the transfer of
viologen units from the aqueous to the chloroform phase. The equal volumes and same
concentration of reagents in aqueous and chloroform solution respectively, ensures that
the quantity of viologen in the aqueous solution is two-fold higher than the theoretical
quantity required for complete ionic exchange of caesium. The ionic complex formed
between the viologen dication and 3,4,5-tris(dodecyloxy)benzene sulfonate anion was
isolated from the organic phase in excellent yield (>93%) and characterized by means of

Figure 4.1 1H-NMR spectra in the aromatic region of the ionic complexes 12+(DOBS)2 (a),
22+(DOBS)2 (b) and 32+(DOBS)2 (c) in THF-d8/D2O (4:1 vol)
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1

H-NMR,

13

C-NMR and IR spectroscopy and their purity exceeded 98% accordingly

with elemental analysis results (cf. Chapter 6 for detailed spectroscopic data and
elemental analysis). Viologen2+/DOBS- ratio was deduced from the corresponding
integral peaks of the ionic components in the 1H-NMR spectra and was found to be 1:2
(Figure 4.1).
The molar ratio combination (1:2) in the corresponding ionic complexes demonstrates
that: (1) the interaction between Viologen2+ and DOBS- respectively, is electrostatic in
nature and, (2) the phase transfer reaction occurred until the caesium was completely
replaced by the dicationic viologen from chloroform solution.

4.2 Hydrogen bonded self-association in low-polar solvents
Ionic complexes of viologens capped by nucleobases with amphiphilic anion DOBS- are
expected to self-associate in solvents with low polarity (where they are preferentially
soluble) due to the ability of nucleobase moieties to undergo in-plane hydrogen
bonding. The self-association of ionic complexes 12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2 and
32+(DOBS)2 was investigated in solution by

1

H-NMR spectroscopy (i.e. one-

1

dimensional H-NMR and DOSY) and a comparison with the analogues derivative
MV2+(DOBS)2 was performed.
In a first experiment, ionic complexes 12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2, 32+(DOBS)2 and
MV2+(DOBS)2 respectively, were analysed in deuterated chloroform solution (50 mM)
by means of one-dimensional 1H-NMR at constant temperature (30°C). The 1H-NMR
spectra in chloroform of the individually ionic complexes is represented in Figure 4.2.
Except from the compound MV2+(DOBS)2, all the other ionic complexes showed a line
broadening of the spectra which increase in the order 12+(DOBS)2 < 32+(DOBS)2 <
22+(DOBS)2. The observed line broadening effect arises from the self-association of the
molecules into higher molecular weight aggregates [171]. These results suggest that the
self-association driving force of viologen-nucleobase derivatives in solvents with low
polarity is induced by the nucleobases with hydrogen bonding abilities. Previous
research showed that thymine (T) and adenine (A) nucleobases can undergo a multitude
of hydrogen bonding motifs in low-polar solvents. These motifs include self-associated
cyclic dimers T-T, A-A, trimer A-A-A (kass < 4 M-1) or complementary T-A basepairing with higher association constant (kass > 100 M-1) [31, 172-175].
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Figure 4.2 1H-NMR spectra in the aromatic region of the ionic complexes (50 mM) in CDCl3 at 30°C

The magnitude of signal attenuation seen in 1H-NMR spectra can be interpreted as a
qualitative appreciation of the self-association degree in solution. Comparing the
relative signal broadening of the viologen-nucleobase ionic complexes (Figure 4.2) it
can be observed that the compound with the highest degree of self-association is
22+(DOBS)2, containing two adenine units, while the ionic complex with the lowest
degree of self-association is 12+(DOBS)2, containing two thymine units. The ionic
complex 32+(DOBS)2, containing an adenine and a thymine group, has an intermediary
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self-association degree. Remarkably, the ionic complexes, capped by adenine units,
exhibited the highest degree of self-association. This is explained by the nature of
purinic adenine moiety which contains more hydrogen bonding sites over the thymine,
which may enhance the supramolecular self-assembly process of the corresponding
viologen-nucleobase molecules [173].
It is noteworthy to say that the thymine imino proton (N3-H, 11.46 ppm) in the
compound 32+(DOBS)2 appeared broadened and downfield shifted compared to imino
proton (N3-H, 10.35 ppm) in the compound 12+(DOBS)2 (Figure 4.2). This observation
suggests that the thymine unit in the compound 32+(DOBS)2 is associated by hydrogen
bonding to a higher extent, very probably, with the complementary adenine. To check if
the hydrogen bonding of thymine in compound 32+(DOBS)2 occurs intra or
intermolecular, the signal of imino proton (N3-H) was monitored over the concentration
at constant temperature (30°C). It has been found that the position of imino proton was
not affected by variation of concentration supporting an intramolecular association of
thymine with adenine unit (Figure 4.3). The ethylene and propylene spacers in the
compound 32+(DOBS)2 confer enough flexibility to the nucleobases to fold and undergo
the proper conformation for intramolecular hydrogen bonding.

Figure 4.3 1H-NMR signal of N3-H imino proton for derivative 32+(DOBS)2 in CDCl3 of different
concentrations at 30°C

In a further series of 1H-NMR experiments it was investigated the self-association
behavior of ionic complexes in three different solvents: chloroform, tetrahydrofuran and
a mixture of THF:water (4:1 volume ratio).
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The results are presented in Figure 4.4. The highest degree of self-association was
observed in chloroform in which the peak signals of respective ionic complexes
appeared significantly diminished and broadened compared with the other two solvent
systems. In THF, a solvent with higher polarity than chloroform, the ionic complexes
exhibited a lower broadening of the peaks suggesting lower degree of self-association.
When the solvent used was a mixture of THF:water (cf Figure 4.4, black spectra),
practically no self-association took place since no line broadening was observed. The
self-association of viologen-nucleobase derivatives was inhibited in THF:water,
obviously due to the competitive hydrogen bonding with water molecules [176-178]. It
can be concluded that the self-assembly process of ionic complexes was strongly
influenced by the solvent nature and its ability to compete to hydrogen bonding.

Figure 4.4 1H-NMR spectra in the aromatic region of the ionic complexes in different solvent
environment at 30°C

The self-association by hydrogen-bonding of ionic complexes was also studied by
diffusion-ordered spectroscopy (DOSY). An overlap of the three individual DOSY
spectra of ionic complexes 12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2 and 32+(DOBS)2 in CDCl3 at
30°C are presented in Figure 4.5. The diffusion coefficients of the ionic complexes
increases in the order 12+(DOBS)2 < 32+(DOBS)2 < 22+(DOBS)2. The difference in the
diffusion coefficients observed in the case of ionic complexes is explained by the
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different self-association degree. This trend is in fully agreement with the assumption
derived from previously presented one-dimensional 1H-NMR experiments.

Figure 4.5 Overlapped DOSY spectra of ionic complexes (50 mM) in CDCl 3 at 30°C

The self-association by hydrogen bonding of ionic complexes is an equilibrium process
in which the molar ratio of associated and non-associated molecular species depends
obviously on the thermodynamic parameters (temperature, concentration) and
association constant (Kass). In respect with this, a last series of DOSY experiments were
performed with the aimed to investigate the influence of thermodynamic parameters, i.e.
temperature and concentration, on the self-association behavior of viologen-nucleobase
derivatives. The experiments consisted in monitoring of diffusion coefficients of
individually ionic complexes in solution, while the temperature and concentration has
been systematically varied.
Figure 4.6 shows the measured diffusion coefficient of compound 22+(DOBS)2 as a
function of temperature (a) and concentration (b). From these results it can be
concluded that 1) by temperature increase, the self-association degree decreases as a
consequence of thermal induced hydrogen bond breaking, and 2) by concentration
increase the self-association degree of the molecular species increases.
Combined experiments (DOSY and one-dimensional 1H-NMR) proved that selfassociation of viologen-nucleobase derivatives is a process strongly influenced by the
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Figure 4.6 Plot of diffusion coefficient (logD) as a function of (a) temperature and (b) concentration
determined from DOSY experiments for 22+(DOBS)2 in THF-d8

nucleobase nature (thymine or adenine), solvent type as well as by the thermodynamic
parameters, such as temperature and concentration. The key role of nucleobases in the
self-association behavior of viologen-nucleobase ionic complexes was highlighted by
direct comparison with the analogues derivative MV2+(DOBS)2 which did not selfassociate in the same environmental conditions.

4.3 Electrochemical properties in low-polar solvents
Electrochemical characterization in solution was performed to study the influence of
self-association of ionic complexes on the redox properties of 4,4’-bipyridinium unit.
The compounds 12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2, 32+(DOBS)2 and analogue derivative
MV2+(DOBS)2 respectively, were investigated by means of cyclic voltammetry at the
surface of a glassy carbon electrode at 21°C versus Ag/AgCl (3M KCl) as reference
electrode. The analyte concentration was 1mmol/L dissolved in THF containing lithium
bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide (0.1 mol/L) as supporting electrolyte.
The cyclic voltammograms in Figure 4.7 represent the typical reversible reduction
process of the 4,4’-bipyridinium unit from dicationic state (V2+) to radical cation (V+•)
and further to the neutral species (V0). The ratio of the cathodic and anodic current
peaks (Ipc/Ipa) has been determined after baseline correction of the corresponding cyclic
voltammograms and satisfies the condition for reversibility (Ipc/Ipa=1) for all four
studied compounds. The separation peak potential (ΔE=Epa-Epc) for both reduction steps
overcomes the value required for one electron transfer process (<59 mV). This effect is
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attributed to the iR drop2 rather than to the reversibility of electrochemical process. The
iR drop is expected in a solvent with low dielectric permittivity such THF [179].

Figure 4.7 Cyclic voltammograms of (0.1 mmol/l) ionic complexes MV2+(DOBS)2 (a), 12+(DOBS)2 (b),
32+(DOBS)2 (c) and 22+(DOBS)2 (d) at 0.6 V·s-1 scan rate in LiTFSI/THF (0.1 mol/l)

The electrochemical parameters derived from CV measurements are depicted in Table
4.1. The viologen-nucleobase derivatives were reduced at much positive potential then
the analogues derivatives MV2+(DOBS)2. On the other hand, the values of formal
potentials E01 and E02 respectively, of viologen-nucleobase ionic complexes follow the
same trend as presented in the Chapter 2 for the analogue derivatives 1-3/PF6-,
measured in DMF/NaClO4 electrolyte: the ionic complex 12+(DOBS)2, with two
thymine units, was reduced at much negative potential then the ionic complex
22+(DOBS)2, with two adenine units.
The diffusion coefficients of electroactive dicationic species were calculated using the
slope of linear regression of the 1st cathodic pick current versus the square root of the
scan rate and the Randles–Sevcik equation as presented in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.2. The
diffusion coefficient calculated from cyclic voltammetry data (DCV) of the

2

iR or ohmic drop represents the potential drop between the reference and working electrode caused by

the electrolyte conductivity.
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corresponding ionic complexes, increase in the order 22+(DOBS)2 < 32+(DOBS)2 <
12+(DOBS)2 < MV2+(DOBS)2 and follow the same trend as the diffusion coefficient
values determined from above mentioned DOSY experiments (DDOSY) (cf Table 4.1).
However, the diffusion coefficient values obtained from electrochemical data differs
from those obtained from DOSY spectroscopy since the experimental condition differs
significantly (i.e. concentration, temperature and solvent media) and they are expected
to influence the self-association process.
Table 4.1 Electrochemical parameters for the compounds 12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2, 32+(DOBS)2 and
MV2+(DOBS)2 from cyclic voltammetry[a]
Compound

v

Epc1[b]

Epa1

Eo1[c]

ΔE1[d]

3.1·10-6;

0.1

-439

-349

-394

-

0.3

-447

-320

0.6

-454

1
2.1·10-6;
3.5·10-6

DCV;

Epc2

Epa2

E o2

90

-850

-759

-805

91

-384

127

-867

-740

-804

127

-310

-382

144

-886

-742

-814

144

-474

-298

-386

176

-896

-737

-817

159

0.1

-374

-244

-309

130

-815

-718

-763

90

0.3

-383

-239

-311

144

-845

-708

-767

97

0.6

-396

-227

-312

169

-864

-701

-777

137

1

-405

-212

-309

193

-881

-684

-783

163

0.1

-342

-198

-248

100

-713

-628

-671

85

0.3

-298

-181

-243

124

- 730

-618

-674

112

0.6

-305

-169

-248

158

-747

-606

-677

141

1

-327

-152

-244

183

-762

-598

-680

164

0.1

-332

-225

-279

107

-757

-672

-715

85

0.3

-347

-200

-274

147

-789

-654

-722

135

0.6

-352

-195

-274

157

-796

-647

-722

149

1

-364

-186

-275

178

-820

-642

-731

178

ΔE2

DDOSY
2+

MV (DOBS)2

12+(DOBS)2

22+(DOBS)2

0.6·10-6;
-6

1.1·10

32+(DOBS)2

1.3·10-6;
-6

2.3·10

[a]

All potential parameters are expressed in mV versus Ag/AgCl, the diffusion coefficients (D) in cm2·s-1

and the scan rate (v) in V·s-1;
[c] o

[b]

Epc1, Epa1, Epc2 and Epa2 represent the corresponding half-wave potentials;

o

E 1 and E 2 represent the calculated formal potentials; [d]ΔE1 and ΔE2 represent the separation potentials.

A plot of current peak Ipc1 against the square root of the scan rate is shown in Figure 4.8.
The linear trend of the plot indicates a diffusion-controlled redox process in the range
from 0.05 to 1 V·s-1. In other words, the limiting step that dictates the rate of electron
transfer in solution is the diffusion process of the electroactive dicationic viologen
species towards the cathode. Since the viologen-nucleobase derivatives were self65
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Figure 4.8 Plot of the peak current (Ipc1) versus the square root of the scan rate (v), MV2+(DOBS)2 (a),
12+(DOBS)2 (b), 32+(DOBS)2 (c) and 22+(DOBS) (d)

associated by hydrogen bonding in THF, as discussed above, the rate of electron
transfer was diminished by the slow diffusion of the redox active species, which is
reflected in the small value of the slope of linear regression.
To summarize, the electrochemical reduction of viologen-nucleobase ionic complexes
12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2 and 32+(DOBS)2 is a one electron two-step reversible process
like in the case of analogues derivatives 1-3/PF6- (cf. Chapter 2). In a media with low
polarity (i.e. THF), the rate of electron transfer from cathode to viologen moiety was
significantly affected by the slow diffusion in the solution of the self-associated
viologen-nucleobase species.

4.4 Thermotropic characterization
Thermal properties of ionic complexes 12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2 32+(DOBS)2 and were
investigated by a combination of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermooptical polarizing microscopy (TOPM). The DSC program consists in two consecutive
heating-cooling cycles recorded with a temperature rate of 10°C/min. The
measurements were performed in the temperature range from -60 to 110°C to avoid
thermal decomposition. The transition temperature from crystalline to mesophase state
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was obtained from the second heating segment. The isotropization transition was
determined by direct observation with polarized light microscope. Thermal induced
decomposition with loss of mass was checked by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). To
understand the influence of nucleobases capping groups on the thermal properties of
viologen-nucleobase derivatives, a comparison with the previously reported analogue
MV2+(DOBS)2 [22] was performed.
Figure 4.9 illustrates the corresponding 2nd heating-cooling cycles of ionic complexes.
The endothermic peak at 8.2°C for 12+(DOBS)2, -17.7°C for 22+(DOBS)2 and -24°C for
32+(DOBS)2 respectively, corresponds to the melting transition from crystalline to
mesophase state as revealed by TOPM (see below). It is noteworthy to say that
transition from crystal to LC state of all viologen-nucleobase complexes occurred at
considerably low temperature comparing with MV2+(DOBS)2 (Tm=60°C). This is
obviously attributed to the presence of thymine and adenine in the chemical structure of
the mesogenic unit which influence the supramolecular arrangement, i.e. destabilize the
crystalline state.

Figure 4.9 DSC 2nd heating-cooling cycle of ionic complexes MV2+(DOBS)2 (a), 12+(DOBS)2 (b),
22+(DOBS)2 (c), and 32+(DOBS)2 (d); Cr = crystalline state, θ = mesophase state. dT/dt = 10 K/min
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The liquid crystalline state of viologen-nucleobase ionic complexes was confirmed by
thermo-optical polarized microscopy. Figure 4.10 shows the optical micrographs of
derivatives 12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2 and 32+(DOBS)2 respectively, at 110°C. The
colored domains seen between the cross polarizers above mentioned melting transition
seen in DSC indicates that all three viologen-nucleobase derivatives exhibited optical
anisotropy. Shearing experiments, performed by mutual sliding of the microscope slides
proved the liquid nature of the observed material, hence the compounds are in a
mesomorphic state. The undisturbed texture of the mesophase, as obtained by cooling
from the isotropic state, has been obtained only from the compound 12+(DOBS)2 which
is the only viologen-nucleobase ionic complex stable up to its isotropization
temperature. The mesophase texture is different than the one of the compound
MV2+(DOBS)2 revealing the influence of thymine capping units on supramolecular
arrangement. Remarkably, the isotropization of 12+(DOBS)2 (192°C) occurred at a
considerably lower temperature than for MV2+(DOBS)2 (Tiso=270°C). The fan-like
texture of 12+(DOBS)2 suggests a columnar type mesophase which is an expectable
supramolecular

arrangement

for

a

discotic

mesogen

such

as

3,4,5-

Figure 4.10 The optical micrographs at 110°C between cross polarizers MV2+(DOBS)2 (a), 12+(DOBS)2
(b), 22+(DOBS)2 (c), and 32+(DOBS)2 (d)
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tris(dodecyloxy)benzene sulfonate anion [170]. However, the exact mesophase type of
compound 12+(DOBS)2 needs further elucidation by XRD analysis.
The compounds containing adenine, i.e. 22+(DOBS)2 and 32+(DOBS)2, were not
thermally stable up to the isotropization point. They changed irreversibly the color into
dark brown at elevated temperatures (>160°C) concomitantly with the loss of optical
anisotropy. For this reason, it was impossible to obtain an undisturbed texture with
characteristic features of the mesophase for these two compounds by cooling from the
isotropic state.
Thermogravimetric analysis (Figure 4.11) performed under a helium atmosphere over
the temperature range from 30 to 400 °C showed the viologen-nucleobase ionic
complexes to decompose with loosing of mass at 296°C for compound 12+(DOBS)2,
306°C for compound 22+(DOBS)2 and 300°C for compound 32+(DOBS)2. The viologennucleobase ionic complexes were thermally unstable above these temperatures. This is
attributed to the chemical instability of 4,4’-bipyridinium in the isotropic state. Notably,
the thermal decomposition of analogues derivative MV2+(DOBS)2 occurred at a
temperature value close to those of viologen-nucleobase derivatives (307 °C) suggesting
that the nucleobases capping groups have a little influence on the thermal
decomposition with loosing of mass.

Figure 4.11 TGA analysis of derivatives 12+(DOBS)2 (red line), 22+(DOBS)2 (blue line), 32+(DOBS)2
(green line) and MV2+(DOBS)2 (black line) in helium atmosphere; dT/dt=10 K/min
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The phase transition schemes of derivatives 12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2, 32+(DOBS)2 and
MV2+(DOBS)2 respectively, are summarized in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 Phase transition temperatures and corresponding enthalpies of ionic complexes (DSC onset
values, dT/dt = 10 °C/min)

[a]

Compound

Phase transition scheme[a]

12+(DOBS)2

Cr, 8.2 °C (35) Φ, 192 °C I[b]

22+(DOBS)2

Cr, -17.7 °C (22.5) Φ[c]

32+(DOBS)2

Cr. -24 °C (27.5) Φ[c]

MV2+(DOBS)2

Cr. 53 °C (52.8), Φ 270 °C I[b]

Transition temperatures (°C) and enthalpies (kJ/mol, in parentheses) determined by DSC during the 2 nd

heating run; [b] Isotropization temperatures determined by thermo-optical analysis; [c] Thermal unstable up
to 160°C; Cr = solid crystal, Φ = mesophase, I = isotropic phase

4.5 Ionic conductivity and cyclic voltammetry in LC state
Ionic conductivity measurements of ionic complexes 12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2 and
32+(DOBS)2, were performed in a two-electrode electrochemical cell “sandwich” setup,
consisting of two conductive indium tin oxide (ITO) glass plates connected to an
electrical potential source. The sample was confined in the form of a thin film of
approx. 50 µm thickness by compression between the two electrodes.
A constant potential (-2V) was applied between the conductive ITO plates in the
temperature range from 30 to 90 °C. The flowing current observed in the external circuit
was monitored over the time. By knowing the temperature ramp of 4 K/min, the
chronoamperometric curves were converted to current/temperature plots (Figure 4.12).
The ionic complexes were in LC state in the chosen measurement temperature range.
No columbic current was observed during the measurements. Figure 4.12 illustrates two
temperature regimes where the conductive properties are distinctive:
1) Low temperature regime (below 330 K) in which no current was observed passing
between the electrodes. The ionic liquid crystals were highly viscous in this temperature
rage and they behaved more as insulator materials;
2) High temperature regime (above 330 K) in which the ionic complexes become less
viscous and an exponential conductive current was observe regime, since the conductive
current was increasing with the temperature.
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Figure 4.12 Plot of current versus temperature at constant voltage (-2V) for ionic complexes 12+(DOBS)2
( ), 22+(DOBS)2 (

) and 32+(DOBS)2 (

)

Figure 4.13 presents the Arrhenius plot of conductivity in the high temperature regime
(above 330K) for the ionic complexes 12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2 and 32+(DOBS)2
respectively. The activation energy (Ea) was calculated with the formula 4.2 [180]:

Figure 4.13 Arrhenius plots of ionic conductivity versus reciprocal temperature for ionic complexes
12+(DOBS)2 ( ), 22+(DOBS)2 (

) and 32+(DOBS)2 (

) at constant voltage (-2V)
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Ea = - (m · R)

(4.2)

where m is the slope of Arrhenius plot (1000·K) and R is the gas constant (8.314 J·K1

·mol-1).

The values of activation energy are 65.85 kJ/mol for 12+(DOBS)2, 71.67 kJ/mol for
22+(DOBS)2 and 74.41 kJ/mol for 32+(DOBS).
Cyclic voltammetry in the solid state was performed in the same electrochemical setup
as for previous ionic conductivity measurements, with a scan rate of 0.01 V·s-1 at a
temperature at which the ionic complexes were in LC state with low viscosity (90°C).
Figure 4.14 shows the corresponding cyclic voltammograms of the compounds

Figure 4.14 Cyclic voltammograms in molten state of the ionic complexes 12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2 and
32+(DOBS)2 at 90°C. Scan rate 0.01 V·s-1
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12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2 and 32+(DOBS)2 in molten state. The reversible coulombic
current seen in all three cyclic voltammograms represents the reduction of the 4,4’bipyridinium-nucleobase dicationic species (V2+) to the corresponding radical cationic
state (V+•). The hysteresis observed in the CV’s of ionic complexes is most probably the
result of convective movements which occurred at the surface of the working electrode.
Cyclic voltammetry experiments of ionic complexes demonstrated that the mobility of
ionic species (i.e. ionic conductivity) has a significant value at elevated temperature,
fact that facilitated the electron transfer from the electrode to the redox active viologen
species.

4.6 Thermal-induced electrochromism in LC state
A change of the optical properties of the bulk material has been observed when compact
films of the compounds 12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2 and 32+(DOBS)2 respectively, were
heated between two glass plates without any applied voltage. The thin films changed
their color instantly (small ΔT) from pale-yellow to blue-green above 110°C (Figure
4.15).

Figure 4.15 Thin-film of ionic complexes 12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2 and 32+(DOBS)2 respectively,
compressed between two glass slides, before and after thermal treatment

A similar behavior was previously reported for the analogue derivative MV2+(DOBS)2
[22]. The coloration of the bulk material was assigned to the reduction of viologen
moiety from the dicationic state (V2+) to the blue colored radical cationic species (V+•).
It is noteworthy to say that the color change did not occurred at the outer rim of the thin
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films where the contact with the air is imminent and the formed radical species are
spontaneously oxidized back in the presence of the atmospheric oxygen.
Figure 4.16 illustrates the Vis spectra of the thin films of respective compounds
12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2 and 32+(DOBS)2, after exposure at 110°C between two glass
plates without any applied voltage. The typical absorption band with a maximum
wavelength at 600 nm demonstrates the formation of monomeric radical cationic
species (V+•). The reversible oxidation of the film (color change from blue-green to
yellow) occurred when the film was cooled down at room temperature (approx. 21°C)
and stand for more than 12 hours.

Figure 4.16 VIS spectra of thin-film of viologen-nucleobase ionic complexes 12+(DOBS)2 (continuous
line), 22+(DOBS)2 (dotted line) and 32+(DOBS)2 (dashed line) after exposure to 110°C

As previously mentioned, at elevated temperatures (above 60°C) the liquid crystalline
compounds 12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2 and 32+(DOBS)2 started to behave as 2nd order
conductors as a result of increase in ionic mobility. Under this conditions the electron
transfer from the anion 3,4,5-tris(dodecyloxy)benzene sulfonate, which act as an
electron donor source, to the viologen moiety (electron acceptor) was facilitated.
Extensive work of Haramoto [83] and Nanasawa [84] also demonstrated that the long
alkylbenzene sulfonate counter anion may act as electron source for the photoreduction
of N,N’-diphenylbipyridinium derivatives in LC state. On the other side, Kato et al.
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[181, 182] came to the conclusion that the mobility of the ionic species plays a crucial
role in the redox activity of the liquid crystal materials combining ionic and electronic
functions. More recently, Beneduci et al. (2014) [183] emphasized on the importance of
ionic conductivity on the electrochromic properties in the bulk state of the π-conjugated
thienoviologens liquid crystals, compounds with similar redox activity such the one
reported on this thesis.
Remarkably, the electrochromic reaction of derivatives 12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2 and
32+(DOBS)2 did not required any external applied potential like the nanostructured
redox liquid crystals reported by Kato or Beneduci [181-183].
In conclusion, the reduction of viologen units occurred spontaneously at a temperature
at which the material existed in LC state with sufficiently low viscosity to allow the
charge transport in the bulk liquid crystal. A possible mechanism of electron transfer is
illustrated in Scheme 4.3.

Scheme 4.3 Thermal-induced electrochromism in viologen-nucleobase derivatives

Summary:
A new class of redox active ionic liquid crystals (ILC’s) based on ion pairing of
dicationic viologen-nucleobase derivatives 1/I--3/I- with amphiphilic anion 3,4,5tris(dodecyloxy)benzene sulfonate (DOBS-) were synthetized and characterized with
respect to structure, self-assembly, and electrochemical properties. The viologennucleobase derivatives 12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2 and 32+(DOBS)2, self-associate in lowpolar solvents by hydrogen bonding between nucleobases.

1

H-NMR and DOSY

experiments demonstrated the degree of self-association to strongly depend on the
nature of the capping groups (i.e. thymine or adenine), solvent polarity, temperature and
concentration. The rate of electron transfer during electrochemical reduction of
viologen-nucleobase derivatives in THF was significantly diminished as a consequence
of self-association by hydrogen bonding. The viologen-nucleobase derivatives
12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2 and 32+(DOBS)2 exhibited liquid crystalline properties. The
transition from solid crystalline to liquid crystal state occurred at lower temperature
compared to the analogue derivative MV2+(DOBS)2. The compound 12+(DOBS)2,
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containing exclusively thymine units, exhibited a stable mesophase until isotropization
while the compounds 22+(DOBS)2 and 32+(DOBS)2, containing adenine, were unstable
prior transition into the isotropic state. The fan-shaped texture of the mesophase of
compound 12+(DOBS)2 suggests a columnar type mesophase. The ionic complexes
behaved as 2nd order conductors in the mesophase, at a temperature at which viscosity
increased significantly. Ionic mobility facilitated the electron transfer from the anion
DOBS- to the viologen unit, that was readily transformed in the radical cationic state
under anaerobic conditions.
This new class of thermotropic viologen-nucleobase derivatives, combining hydrogenbonding and redox functionalities has a great potential to be used for the construction of
optoelectronic devices.
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CHAPTER 5
Hydrogen Bonded Layer-by-Layer Deposition of ViologenNucleobase Derivatives on Mesoporous TiO2 Film for
Optoelectronic Devices
This work aims to develop a facile method to assembly viologen-nucleobase derivatives
on TiO2 substrates using the layer-by-layer technique and exploiting the adeninethymine molecular recognition as driving force.
The general concept implies deposition of complementary amphiphilic viologennucleobase derivatives 12+(DOBS)2 and 22+(DOBS)2 on the surface of mesoporous TiO2
films pre-modified with a layer of an adenylic ssDNA (dAn) or a phosphonate-viologenthymine derivative 4/Br-, hereafter referred as “anchoring layer”. The compound 4/Brhas been specially designed to replace the anchoring function of ssDNA on TiO2 surface
and its synthesis will be discussed.
In a first step, the surface modification is achieved by immersing the mesoporous
nanocrystalline TiO2 film, fabricated by doctor blade method, into an aqueous solution
of adenylic ssDNA (Scheme 5.1) or into an aqueous solution of phosphonate-viologenthymine derivative 4/Br- (Scheme 5.2). The process consisted in coordination of a
bifunctional –PO3H2 anchoring group onto the inner walls of the mesoporous TiO2 film
as a self-assembled monolayer (SAM). In a second step, the obtained nucleobaseconfined surface is exposed to a solution of the complementary viologen-adenine or
viologen-thymine derivative, hence further molecules become linked together by
hydrogen bounding in low-polar solvent which favors the hydrogen bonding formation.
The strategic route involving ssDNA as anchoring layer is representatively illustrated in
Scheme 5.1. In a first set of experiments, the self-assembly process of short single
stranded DNA (dAn) with variable length (dA1, dA5, dA8 and dA80) on the surface of
TiO2 mesoporous film has been systematically investigated (Scheme 5.1, I-a and I-b).
The influence of ssDNA length on the stability and respectively surface coverage of
self-assembled ssDNA monolayer has been addressed.
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In a second set of experiments, the complementary viologen-nucleobase derivatives
12+(DOBS)2 and 22+(DOBS)2 were adsorbed in repetitive alternating steps on the
surface of pre-modified TiO2 film with oligonucleotide dA8 (Scheme 5.1, I-c).
The ability of viologen-nucleobase derivatives to bind specifically to the surface
ssDNA-modified film was proved in a control experiment where the dA8-modified TiO2
electrode was immersed in a solution of analogue viologen derivative MV2+(DOBS)2 in
the same experimental condition (Scheme 5.1 route I-d).

Scheme 5.1 Hydrogen bonded layer-by-layer deposition of viologen-nucleobase derivatives on
mesoporous TiO2 film. Route Ia-c using dAn (n=1, 5, 8, 80) as anchoring layer. DOBS - denotes 3,4,5tris(dodecyloxy)benzene sulfonate anion
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The route of modification involving an anchoring layer made from compound 4/Br- is
representatively illustrated in Scheme 5.2. The TiO2 electrode is first functionalized
with phosphonate-viologen derivative 4/Br- (Scheme 5.2, II-a) and subsequently
modified by LbL technique with complementary viologen-nucleobase derivatives in
alternating layers (Scheme 5.2 II-b).

Scheme 5.2 Hydrogen bonded layer-by-layer deposition of viologen-nucleobase derivatives on
mesoporous TiO2 film. Route IIa-b using phosphonate viologen derivative 4/Br- as anchoring layer.
DOBS- denotes 3,4,5-tris(dodecyloxy)benzene sulfonate anion

5.1 Synthesis of a phosphonate-viologen derivative 4/BrA new asymmetric phosphonate-viologen capped by thymine (compound 1-[3-(5methyl-2,4-dioxo-3,4-dihydropyrimidin-1(2H)-yl)propyl]-1'-(2-phosphonate)-4,4'-bipyridinium dibromide (4/Br-)) was synthetized. The molecular design of compound 4/Brconsists of a viologen core capped at one side by a phosphonate group and at the other
side by a thymine unit (Scheme 5.3). The advantage of the compound (4/Br-) over using
ssDNA as anchoring layer is that it can bind more tightly to TiO2 substrate, and can
enhance the density of the thymine units at the surface of TiO2. In consequence, an
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increase of the surface concentration of the complementary viologen-nucleobase species
that can be adsorbed in the further alternating layers is expected.
Compound 4/Br- was synthetized in two reaction steps (Scheme 5.3). The synthesis
started from the precursor derivative 1-[2-(diethoxyphosphoryl)ethyl]-4-(pyridin-4yl)pyridinium monobromide (a/Br-) prepared as reported in literature [184] by S.
Asaftei (see Chapter 6 for purity and spectroscopic details). In a first step, the
compound a/Br- was alkylated at the nitrogen atom of 4,4’-bipyridine unit by
nucleophilic substitution reaction with an excess of 1-(3-bromopropyl)thymine at 80°C
for 12 hours. The resulting asymmetrical substituted 4,4’-bipyridinium derivative 1-[3(5-methyl-2,4-dioxo-3,4-dihydropyrimidin-1(2H)-yl)propyl]-1'-(2-phosphonoethyl)-4,4'
-bipyridinium dibromide (b/Br-) was subsequently hydrolysed in the presence of HBr
solution (1M) at 130°C for 72 hours to afford the analogue derivative (4/Br-) in 87%
yield after purification.

Scheme 5.3 Synthesis route of viologen-nucleobase derivative 4/Br-: step i) 1-(3-bromopropyl)thymine,
MeCN, 12 h, 80°C, 62%; step ii) 1M HBr, 72 h, 130°C, 87%

The molar integrity of the new synthetized derivatives b/Br- and 4/Br- respectively was
checked by 1H-NMR spectroscopy (cf. Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1 1H-NMR spectra of b/Br- (a) and 4/Br- (b)

5.2 ssDNA-modified TiO2 film
5.2.1 Preparation and electrochemical characterization
Mesoporous TiO2 films with a geometrical area (A) in the range 0.43-0.68 cm2 and 5
µm thickness, coated by the doctor blade method on FTO3 conductive glass, were
modified with a series of five adenylic single stranded DNA (dAn) of different degree of
3

Fluorine doped tin oxide
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polymerization n: dA1, dA5, dA8 and dA80 respectively. The modification was achieved
by dip-coating of TiO2 electrodes in HCl-aqueous solutions of dAn (pH = 4.5, conc.4 =
650 µM) for 12 hours at 21°C. Successful deposition of ssDNA monolayer on the
surface of the TiO2 electrodes was verified by cyclic voltammetry using the ion-channel
sensing principle [185, 186] of the redox anion marker [Fe(CN)6]4- in aq. KCl (0.1M)
electrolyte.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the quasi-reversible one-electron oxidation process of [Fe(CN)6]4to [Fe(CN)6]3- at the surface of unmodified and ssDNA-modified TiO2 electrodes
respectively. The faradaic current resulting from the oxidation of [Fe(CN)6]4- anions
appeared diminished in the case of TiO2 electrodes modified with dAn compared to the
unmodified TiO2 electrode (Figure 5.2). The diminishing of the current response was
the result of electrostatic repulsion between the marker anions and negatively charged
ssDNA layer adsorbed on TiO2 surface [187]. The adsorption of ssDNA on mineral
surfaces and particularly surface oxides such as TiO2 was discussed previously in
literature [188-191]. Those authors claimed that at low pH, nucleic acid bounding
occurs predominantly electrostatic between the negatively charged phosphate backbone
and the positive sites (≡TiOH2+ or ≡Ti+) existing at the surface of TiO2. In the case of
dA1-modified TiO2 electrode a quasi-reversible oxidation process was observed in
which the separation peak (ΔE=169 mV) was higher than in the case of the

Figure 5.2 CV’s of the redox couple [Fe(CN)6]4-/3- at the surface of TiO2 electrodes in KCl 0.1 M (scan
rate 0.01 V·s-1
4

Concentration expressed in monomeric adenylic units
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oligonucleotides-modified TiO2 films (ΔE in the range 97-105 mV). The
electrochemical parameters derived from the corresponding cyclic voltammograms are
summarized in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Electrochemical parameters derived from the CV’s of the redox couple [Fe(CN)6]4-/3- at the
surface of TiO2-dAn electrodes [a]
Electrode name

Geometrical area [b]

Epa [c]

Epc

Eo[c]

ΔE[d]

TiO2

0.56

293

176

235

117

TiO2-dA1

0.63

313

144

229

169

TiO2-dA5

0.60

283

181

232

102

TiO2-dA8

0.45

278

181

230

97

TiO2-dA80

0.56

281

176

229

105

[a]

All potential parameters are expressed in mV versus Ag/AgCl; [b]Geometrical area of the TiO2 electrode

(A) expressed in cm2 [c]Epa and Epc represent the corresponding half-wave potentials;
o

formal potential calculated as E =(Epa+ Epc)/2;

[c] o

E represents the

[d]

ΔE represents the separation potential calculated as

ΔE=Epa-Epc.

The analysis of surface concentration of oxidized [Fe(CN)6]4- species (ΓFe) provides
qualitative information regarding the electrostatically immobilized ssDNA layer. This is
because the adsorbed ssDNA species on the TiO2 film reduces the surface available for
heterogeneous electron transfer between the TiO2 electrode and [Fe(CN)6]4- species. In
consequence, it is expected that the increase of surface coverage of ssDNA species
(ΓssDNA) at the surface of TiO2 will cause a decrease of ΓFe.
ΓFe has been calculated using the equation 5.1 [192]:
ΓFe = Q / n · 96486 · A [nmol/cm2]

(5.1)

where Q denotes the electric charge necessary for oxidation of the [Fe(CN)6]4- species
determined by the integration of the oxidation peak in the corresponding cyclic
voltammogram [C·10-5], n is the number of the electron transferred (n=1), 96486 is the
Faraday constant and A is the geometrical area of the TiO2 electrode [cm2] (cf. Table
5.1).
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Figure 5.3 shows the calculated values of ΓFe as a function of length of nucleic acid
immobilized on TiO2 surface. It can be seen in the corresponding plot an increase of ΓFe
with the ssDNA length up to 8 monomeric units where above this value tends to remain
constant. This observation suggests that the surface coverage of ssDNA immobilized
species on mesoporous TiO2 (ΓssDNA) decreases with the dAn size.

Figure 5.3 Surface coverage of [Fe(CN)6]4- species (ΓFe) at the surface of TiO2-dAn electrode

5.2.2 Evaluation of ssDNA surface coverage (ΓssDNA)
To confirm the hypothesis of ΓssDNA dependency with the ssDNA length, as suggested
by the previously mentioned CV experiments with redox ion marker, the ΓssDNA was
directly determined.
The experiments consisted in desorption of ssDNA monolayer in NaOH (0.1M aqueous
solution) at 90°C for 20 minutes and quantifying the amount of desorbed ssDNA by
UV-Vis spectroscopy (cf. experimental part in Chapter 6). The ΓssDNA was calculated by
the formula:
ΓssDNA = µ / A

(5.2)
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where, µ is the amount of desorbed dAn (nmol) determined experimentally and A is the
geometrical area of the TiO2 electrode (cm2).
The desorption conditions (i.e. alkaline media and elevated temperature) were adopted
from the reference [189] and are necessary conditions for complete desorption of
ssDNA from the TiO2 surface as that authors claimed. Table 5.2 shows the calculated
values of ΓssDNA.
Table 5.2 Surface concentration (ΓssDNA) of adsorbed dAn species on mesoporous TiO2 film
ssDNA

dA1

dA5

dA8

dA80

ΓssDNA (nmol/cm2)

39.60

3.07

1.18

0.10

The results in Table 5.2 point out a decrease of ΓssDNA with growing length of the
applied ssDNA chain. Typically, charged polymers adsorb stronger and faster as their
size and number of charges increase. Since the opposite is valid in this case, the
explanation lies in the mesoporous structure of TiO2 film. The mesoporous TiO2 films,
prepared similarly as reported here, have inner pores with diameters ranging between 10
and 15 nm and pore channels with even less space availability [124, 125]. The estimated
contour lengths of the oligonucleotides dA5, dA8, and dA80 are 1.65 nm, 2.64 nm and
26.4 nm, respectively. With the increase of ssDNA length, the molecule size becomes
comparable with that of the pores diameter even if the real conformation of ssDNA
should be a random coil state. In consequence, the surface available for adsorption of
long size ssDNA is limited by the hindered diffusion of the species into the inner pores
of the film. The decrease of ΓssDNA as a function of ssDNA size suggests that the small
ssDNA molecules (smaller than 8 monomeric units) diffused easier in the channel pores
of the mesoporous TiO2 film ensuring a higher surface coverage of the ssDNA adsorbed
species, while long length oligonucleotides are adsorbed just at the outer surface of the
film.
5.2.3 Stability of ssDNA monolayer
The stability of adsorbed ssDNA monolayer was tested by desorption experiments in
pure water. Water has been chosen as solvent for accelerating ageing tests since it is one
of the frequently used media in electrochemical, bio-sensing devices. Desorption of the
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DNA monolayer was performed at 21°C for specific periods of time (cf. Chapter 6).
The amount of desorbed ssDNA was monitored by UV-Vis spectroscopy.
The amount of desorbed dAn (related to geometrical area of the TiO2 electrode) is
plotted over the time in the Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4 Desorbed amount of dA1 (a), dA5 (b), dA8 (c) and dA80 (d) respectively, in H2O at 21°C as a
function of time

The results shows that, independently of the ssDNA size, desorption occurred faster in
the first five hours and then desorption rich a plateau over the time. The percentage
fraction of desorbed ssDNA species was calculated as a ratio between the total amount
of ssDNA desorbed from the surface of mesoporous TiO2 film (determined in the
previously discussed experiments from Section 5.2.2) and amount of ssDNA desorbed
after 28 hours in pure water.
It has been found that after 28 hours of exposure in water of the ssDNA-modified
electrodes, 30% of dA1, 26% of dA5, 14% of dA8 and 20% of dA80, respectively have
been desorbed. These results showed that the ssDNA layer has a relative good stability
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in a solvent like water, an issue which is very important for construction of bio-sensing
devices. This is in agreement with the study of Suzuki et al. [189] which concluded that
the ssDNA are strongly bonded to the TiO2 surface and complete desorption in water
cannot be achieved in mild conditions.
Briefly, the ssDNA was successfully immobilized by dip-coating on the mesoporous
TiO2 film, by electrostatic interaction between negatively charged phosphate backbone
of ssDNA and the positive sites existing at the TiO2 surface. The surface concentration
of adsorbed ssDNA species depends on the ssDNA length, presumably due to the
spatially hindered access of the high lengths oligonucleotides into the inner pores of the
mesoporous TiO2 film. Aging experiments in pure water showed that ssDNA monolayer
has a relatively good stability in time since not more than 30% of the adsorbed species
can be removed from the TiO2 surface, even after 28 hours of desorption. The ssDNAmodified TiO2 film was used in further experiments as solid support for modification of
TiO2 electrodes with viologen-nucleobase derivatives.

5.3 Deposition of a viologen-thymine derivative by hydrogen bonding
on ssDNA-modified TiO2 surface – proof of the concept
In these experiments the adsorption of a viologen-thymine derivative at the surface of
an adenylic ssDNA-modified TiO2 film via thymine-adenine specific hydrogen bonding

Scheme 5.4 Hydrogen bonded deposition of a viologen-nucleobase derivative on ssDNA-modified TiO2
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interaction will be demonstrated. The experimental methodology is summarized in
Scheme 5.4.
The mesoporous TiO2 film was firstly modified with the oligonucleotide dA8, which
plays the role of anchoring layer, according with the methodology presented in the
Section 5.2.1. In the second step, the dA8-modified TiO2 electrode was immersed in a
10 mM chloroform solution of viologen-thymine derivative 12+(DOBS)2. The ionic
complex 12+(DOBS)2 containing hydrophobic anion 3,4,5-tris(dodecyloxy)benzene
sulfonate (DOBS-) as counter anion was chosen in this study because it is soluble in a
low-polar solvent such as chloroform, a media which facilitate hydrogen bonding.
To demonstrate the specific thymine-adenine hydrogen bonding of compound
12+(DOBS)2 with the dA8-modified TiO2 surface, a control experiment was performed
in which the dA8-modified TiO2 film was exposed to a chloroform solution of the
analogue 1,1’-dimethyl-4,4’-bipyridinium derivative, MV2+(DOBS)2, using the same
condition of temperature, time and concentration.
The dA8 anchoring layer formation was proved electrochemically with the redox marker
ion [Fe(CN)6]4- as previously discussed in Section 5.2.1 (Figure 5.5a). The viologen
layer deposition was checked by monitoring directly the first one-electron reduction
step of the immobilized viologen species (Figure 5.5b). The dA8-modified TiO2
electrode immersed in the solution of 12+(DOBS)2 showed a redox process in the
negative potential range at about -550 mV versus Ag/AgCl (Figure 5.5b, green line).
This reversible electrochemical process was attributed to the first one-electron reduction
step of physically adsorbed dicationic species 12+(DOBS)2 on the surface of the
mesoporous film (ΓVio= 1.93 nmol/cm2). In contrast, the dA8-modified TiO2 electrode
exposed to a chloroform solution of compound MV2+(DOBS)2 did not show any
reduction process in the same potential domain (Figure 5.5b, black line). The control
experiment confirmed that the interaction mode of the viologen-thymine derivative
12+(DOBS)2 with the dA8-modified TiO2 surface was possible by hydrogen bonding
between complementary thymine and surface-confined adenine, while the compound
MV2+(DOBS)2, without capping thymine units, was not able to bind to the surface. This
principle of hydrogen bonded deposition of viologen-nucleobase derivatives on the
TiO2 modified surface with ssDNA is an easy and promising method for the
construction of electrochemical biosensors or electrochromic devices.
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Figure 5.5 Cyclic voltammograms of modified TiO2 electrodes: (i) ---TiO2; (ii) ---TiO2-dA8; (iii) --TiO2-dA8-12+(DOBS)2; (iv) ---TiO2-dA8-MV2+(DOBS)2. Electrodes were measured in 0.01 M
K4[Fe(CN)6] using KCl/H2O (0.1M) as supporting electrolyte, Ag/AgCl as reference electrode and Pt as
counter electrode at 0.02 V·s-1 scan rate

5.4 LbL deposition of viologen-nucleobase derivatives on TiO2
electrode modified with ssDNA as anchoring layer
The hydrogen bonded layer-by-layer deposition technique [100] was employed in the
further experiments to enhance the fixation and the surface concentration of redox
viologen units on the TiO2 electrode surface.
The LbL fabrication methodology of TiO2 electrodes is presented in Scheme 5.5. First,
the TiO2 electrodes were modified with dA8 oligonucleotide as anchoring layer as
presented in Section 5.2.1. Second, the dA8-modified TiO2 films were treated in
alternating steps, with 10 mM chloroform solution of complementary viologennucleobase derivatives, either 12+(DOBS)2 or 22+(DOBS)2 respectively. An alternating
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layer denotes hereafter one single layer of viologen derivative 12+(DOBS)2 or
22+(DOBS)2 deposited after one single adsorption step. The growing of the effective
surface concentration of the adsorbed viologen species (ΓViologen) with the number of
deposition

steps

was

verified

electrochemically

by

means

of

CV

and

spectroelectrochemically using SEC-UV-Vis.

Scheme 5.5 Hydrogen bonded layer-by-layer deposition of viologen-nucleobase derivatives on dA8modified mesoporous TiO2 film

The cyclic voltammograms in the Figure 5.6a represent the first one-electron reduction
step of deposited viologen layers at the surface of TiO2 electrodes after one, two and six
alternating steps respectively. Notably, the formal potential E0 was shifted into the
positive domain with the increase of the adsorption steps. The electrical charge (Qred)
resulted from the reduction process of adsorbed viologen species also increased with the
number of alternating adsorption steps. In the CV curves, the electrical charge (Qred)
represents the area under the reduction current peak and is proportional with the number
of reduced species. The increasing of Qred demonstrates the growing of the viologen
layer at the surface of dA8-modified TiO2 electrode.
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Figure 5.6 2nd scan CV’s (a) and Vis spectra at -0.7 V (b) of dA8-TiO2 electrodes modified with
12+(DOBS)2 and 22+(DOBS)2 in alternating layers after one (continues line), two (dashed line) and six
(dotted line) successive deposition steps; electrolyte KCl (0.1 M) versus Ag/AgCl, scan rate 0.01 V·s-1

Figure 5.6b shows the corresponding Vis spectra recorded at -0.7 V of the dA8-TiO2
films modified with alternating viologen layers after one, two and six alternating steps
respectively. The growing of the viologen layer with the number of alternating
adsorption steps is also suggested by the increase of the absorbance of radical cation
species (V+•).
The surface concentration of the adsorbed viologen species in radical cationic state
(ΓViologen) was evaluated from both, electrochemical and spectroelectrochemical data
and the values are in good agreement (Table 5.3). Notably, ΓViologen was not increasing
linearly with the number of deposition steps and after more than three steps the slope of
the surface coverage decreased with the growing step number. This observation can be
explained by two hypotheses: a) the growing of the viologen-nucleobase layer was
limited by the sterically hindered diffusion into the inner pores or/and by the space
filling between them; b) a fraction of viologen-nucleobase species are bonded with both
nucleobases to electrode surface which reduced stepwise the bounding sites for the next
deposition steps.
The formation of dimers (V+•)2 from the viologen radical cationic species generated
electrochemically at the surface of mesoporous TiO2 film was observed in the
corresponding Vis spectra (see broad adsorption band at 900 nm in Figure 5.6b). This
phenomenon is facilitated by the interface of the surface with the aqueous electrolyte
(KCl, 0.1M) used in this study. The dimer fraction (%dimer) was determined from
spectroscopic data, using the algorithm of calculation from the literature [193]. Briefly,
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the surface concentration of the monomer (ΓM) and of the dimer (ΓD) was calculated
using the following system of equations and molar extinction coefficients of V+• species
in monomeric and dimeric form as reported by Komers [194]:
A600nm= εM, 600nm ·ΓM + εD, 600nm·ΓD

(5.3)

A520nm= εM, 520nm ·ΓM + εD, 520nm·ΓcD

(5.4)

%dimer=2ΓD/(ΓM+2ΓD)·100

(5.5)

where A600nm and A520nm represents the absorbance at λ=600 and 520 nm respectively.
As it was expected, the molar fraction of dimers (%dimer) increased proportionally with
the surface concentration of adsorbed viologen species [195] (cf. Table 5.3).
Table 5.3 Electrochemical parameters and surface coverage of viologen species at the surface of d-A8
midified TiO2 electrode[a]
Number of

Epa[b]

Epc

E0[c]

ΔE[d]

ΓCV[e]

ΓUV-Vis[f]
2

Dimer fraction
2

adsorbed steps

(mV)

(mV)

(mV)

(mV)

(nmol/cm )

(nmol/cm )

(%mol)

1

-532

-564

-548

68

1.93

2.61

38

2

-510

-547

-529

37

4.07

4.16

53

6

-457

-496

-477

42

5.82

5.63

58

[a]

All potential parameters are expressed in mV versus. Ag/AgCl;

corresponding half-wave potentials;

[b]

Epa and Epc represent the

[c] 0

E represents the formal potential calculated as E0=(Epa+Epc)/2;

[d]

ΔE represents the separation potential calculated as ΔE=Epc-Epa;

of viologen species determined from cyclic voltammetry;

[f]

[e]

ΓCV represents the surface coverage

ΓUV-Vis represents the surface coverage of

viologen species determined from Vis spectra

In conclusion, the complementary viologen-nucleobase ionic complexes 12+(DOBS)2
and 22+(DOBS)2 were successfully immobilized on the surface of dA8-modified TiO2
film in the form of alternating layers by specific hydrogen bonding interaction of
thymine and adenine nucleobase. By using the LbL deposition method, an enhancement
of the surface concentration and a better fixation of the redox active species were
achieved.
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5.5 LbL deposition of viologen-nucleobase derivatives on TiO2 surface
modified with derivative 4 as anchoring layer
The methodology of LbL modification of TiO2 electrode with viologen-nucleobase
derivatives, by using the compound (4/Br-) as anchoring layer is presented in Scheme
5.6.

Scheme 5.6 Hydrogen bonded layer-by-layer deposition of viologen-nucleobase derivatives on
mesoporous TiO2 film modified with derivative 4/Br- as anchoring layer

The mesoporous TiO2 film, coated on conductive FTO glass, was first modified with
compound 4/Br- by adsorption for 30 minutes in 10 mM aqueous solution of 4/Br- at
21°C. Subsequently, the viologen layer was grown by alternating dip-coating of 4/Br-modified TiO2 electrodes from 10 mM chloroform solution of compounds 22+(DOBS)2
and 12+(DOBS)2 respectively. The modified TiO2 films were characterized
electrochemically and spectroelectrochemically as described in Section 5.4.
Figure 5.7 shows the corresponding cyclic voltammograms (5.7a) and Vis spectra (5.7b)
of the TiO2 modified films with viologen-nucleobase derivatives in the reduced state
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after 1st, 2nd and 6th successive adsorption step. It is noteworthy to say that in the current
study first viologen layer is considered already the redox active anchoring layer 4/Br-.

Figure 5.7 CV’s (a) and Vis spectra at -0.7 V (b) of 4/Br--TiO2 electrodes modified with 22+(DOBS)2 and
12+(DOBS)2 in alternating layers after one (continues line), two (dashed line) and six (dotted line)
successive deposition steps; electrolyte KCl (0.1 M) versus Ag/AgCl, scan rate 0.01 V·s-1

The number of surface-immobilized viologen species increased with the number of
alternating deposition steps similar as in the previous experiments where the viologennucleobase derivatives were deposited on the surface of dA8-modified TiO2 film.
Notably, when compound 4/Br- was used as anchoring layer instead of dA8
oligonucleotide, a five times higher surface concentration of deposited viologen species
was achieved. However, the surface coverage of viologen species remained constant
after more than six alternating LbL deposition steps, in the same manner as previously
experiment of adsorption of viologen-nucleobase derivatives at the surface of dA8modified TiO2 film. The electrochemical parameters, surface coverage of viologen
immobilized species and the corresponding molar fraction of dimer are summarized in
Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4 Electrochemical parameters and surface coverage of viologen species at the surface of TiO2
electrode[a]
Number of

Epa[b]

Epc

E0[c]

ΔE[d]

ΓCV[e]

ΓUV-Vis[f]

Dimer fraction

adsorbed steps

(mV)

(mV)

(mV)

(mV)

(nmol/cm2)

(nmol/cm2)

(%mol)

1

-505

-552

-529

47

10.3

11.3

86

2

-464

-540

-502

76

20.7

20.0

86

6

-449

-537

-493

88

27.6

25.6

88

[a]

All potential parameters are expressed in mV versus Ag/AgCl; [b]Epa and Epc represent the corresponding

half-wave potentials;

[c] 0

E represents the formal potential calculated as E0=(Epa+Epc)/2;

the separation potential calculated as ΔE=Epc-Epa;

[e]

[d]

ΔE represents

ΓCV represents the surface coverage of viologen

[f]

species determined from cyclic voltammetry; ΓUV-Vis represents the surface coverage of viologen species
determined from Vis spectra

5.6 Fabrication of an electrochromic device
An electrochromic device (ECD) was fabricated, containing the mesoporous TiO2 film
as the electrochromic component, modified with viologen-nucleobase derivatives
accordingly to the methodology and experimental conditions presented in the Section
5.5: the TiO2 film was first modified with anchoring layer (4/Br-) and subsequently,
with five alternating layers of complementary derivatives 22+(DOBS)2 and 12+(DOBS)2,
using LbL technique and adenine-thymine hydrogen bonding interaction.
A schematic representation of the ECD is depicted in Figure 5.8. The device was
composed of the following elements: 1) working electrode: mesoporous TiO2 film (5
µm thickness) modified by LbL technique with viologen-nucleobase derivatives as
previously described coated on FTO conductive glass; 2) counter electrode: FTO
conductive glass and c) electrolyte solution: lithium bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide in
MeCN (0.1 M) sandwiched between the CE and WE electrodes and sealed by a rubber
frame. The assembled device was connected to a source of potential in three electrode
system electrochemical cell, where the pseudo-reference electrode was a silver wire
inserted into the electrolyte solution.
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Figure 5.8 Schematic ilustration of the side-view of the ECD. Working electrode (WE); Counter
electrode (CE); Reference electrode (RE)

Figure 5.9 shows the top-view of the device with a white sheet of paper as contrast
background. At 0 V potential the electrochromic display device was transparent as can
be observed in the Figure 5.7a. When the potential was switched to -0.7 V, the display

Figure 5.9 Clamp-closed cell 7 x 7 cm in three electrode system, 0.1 M LiTFSI/MeCN electrolyte, Ag
wire as pseudo-reference electrode, FTO-glass as counter electrode a) 0 V and b) -0.7 V
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changed instantly (within approx. 1 second) its color to blue as a result of the
electrochemical reduction of the immobilized viologen species (Figure 5.8b). The
decolorization of the electrochromic display was observed when the potential was
switched back to 0 V. From the Vis spectra, an effective surface coverage of the
electrochromic species of Γ=30 nmol/cm2 was deduced.
Summary:
The surfaces of nanostructured TiO2 films coated on the surface of an optical
transparent electrode (OTE) have been modified with viologen-nucleobase derivatives
by using a layer-by-layer deposition technique. The layers are stabilized by a specific
interaction of thymine-adenine base pairs. The TiO2 was first modified with a
monolayer of a single stranded ssDNA, as an anchoring layer. The surface
concentration of ssDNA immobilized species (ΓssDNA) was found to strongly depend on
the length of the corresponding ssDNA molecules. The desorption experiments showed
that ssDNA monolayer desorbed partially (<30%) in pure water after 28 hours but
independently of the ssDNA length. Further has been demonstrated that complementary
derivatives 12+(DOBS)2 can adsorb on the surface of ssDNA-modified TiO2 due to
thymine-adenine hydrogen bonding interaction. A control experiment with analogue
derivative MV2+(DOBS)2, demonstrated that the ssDNA-modified mesoporous TiO2
film can recognize only complementary viologen-nucleobase species due to the specific
hydrogen bonding interaction between complementary nucleobases (T-A). The surface
concentration of immobilized viologen species has been enhanced by alternating layerby-layer deposition steps of complementary derivatives 12+(DOBS)2 and 22+(DOBS)2.
Moreover, when the asymmetric 4,4’-bipyridinium derivative (4/Br-), capped by a
phosphonate group at one side and a thymine moiety at the other side was used as
anchoring layer instead of ssDNA, a considerably increase of immobilized viologen
species at the surface of TiO2 film by a factor of five was observed. The capability of
the viologen-nucleobase species to recognize the complementary ssDNA-modified TiO2
surface is a promising principle for the development of new electrochemical biosensor
devices for single stranded DNA. Furthermore, the hydrogen-bonded layer-by-layer
deposition of the viologen-nucleobase derivatives can be used as a versatile method to
construct electrochromic devices with amplified electrochromic response due to the
increase of surface concentration and better fixation of immobilized viologen species.
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CHAPTER 6
Experimental part
6.1 Materials
6.1.1 Commercial available chemicals
a) Reagents and solvents used for synthesis
Reagents: potassium carbonate (K2CO3), (>99%, Sigma-Aldrich), 4,4’-bipyridine (98%,
Aldrich), adenine (>99%, Fluka), thymine (>99%, Sigma-Aldrich), 1,2-dibromoethane
(99%, Aldrich), 1,3-dibromopropane (Merck), hexamethyldisilazane (>98%, Merck),
trimethylchlorosilane (>99%, Merck), magnesium sulphate (Mg2SO4) (anhydrous,
>99.5%, Alfa Aesar), ammonium hexafluorophosphate (NH4PF6) (99.5%, Alfa Aesar)
tetrabuthylammonium iodide (98%, Sigma-Aldrich) and tetrabutylammonium chloride
(>98%, Fluka) were used as received.
Solvents: acetonitrile (Sigma-Aldrich), dimethylformamide (water content < 150 ppm,
VWR), nitrobenzene (99%, Aldrich), diethyl ether (99,5%, Sigma-Aldrich),
dichloromethane (99%, Sigma-Aldrich), acetone (99%, Sigma-Aldrich), chloroform
(>99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and benzene (>99%, Merck). All purchased solvents were used
without further purification. Technical ethanol was distillated prior to be used.
b) Chemicals used for electrochemical, spectroelectrochemical and optical
characterization
Solvents: DMF (>99.5%, TCI) and THF (99,9%, Sigma-Aldrich) were used as received.
Supporting electrolytes: sodium perchlorate (NaClO4) (>98%, Sigma-Aldrich), Lithium
bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide (LiTFSI, 99,9% Sigma-Aldrich) were used as
recieved.
c) Chemicals used for reduction of viologen-nucleobase derivatives 1/Br--3/BrSodium

dithionite

(Na2S2O4)

(86%,

Riedel-de

Haen),

tris(hydroxylmethyl)-

aminomethane (99,9%, Aldrich), sulfuric acid (H2SO4) (95-97%, Sigma Aldrich) were
used as received.
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d) ssDNA and analogues ssPNA oligomers
Adenylic oligonucleotides (dAn) were purchased from Eurogentec S.A. and the
analogue peptide nucleic acid 10-mer (PNA-A10) from Panagene GmbH without any
special chemical modification. All probes were received in lyophilized form and stored
at -20°C prior dissolution in corresponding volume of distilled water or phosphate
buffer (pH=7, AppliChem).
e) Chemicals and materials used for construction and testing of electrochemical
device
TEC glass (from LOF) (coated with fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO), 2.2 mm, 15
Ω/cm2); titanium dioxide colloidal paste (particle size 14.5- 21.6 nm, surface area 103
m2 g-1, NTERA, Dublin, Ireland); potassium chloride; potassium ferrocyanide
K4[Fe(CN)6] (Merck); adenosine 5’-monophosphoric acid (dA1, water <5% wt.);
oligonucleotides (dA5, dA8, dA80) were purchased in lyophilized form from Eurogentec
S.A. without any special chemical modification.
f) Miscellaneous materials
Conductive glass slides coated with ITO (In-doped SnO2, 20 Ω/cm2) were purchased
from BTE (Elsoff, Germany); microscope glass slides (0.8-1 mm thickness, Menzel
GmbH).
6.1.2 Synthetized chemicals
a) Viologen-based dendrimers capped by thymine terminal groups G0-G3/ClDendrimers G0-G3/Cl- used in interaction with oligonucleotides or analogue PNA
oligomer (cf. Chapter 3) were synthetized by Ms. Ana-Maria Lepadatu accordingly with
a previously published procedure [3, 4]. Their molecular integrity was checked by
means of 1H-NMR spectroscopy (Figure 6.1). Purity estimated from the corresponding
1

H-NMR spectra was higher than 95%.
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G0/Cl- (C63H66Cl6N12O6, MW=1299.99)
1

H-NMR (250 MHz, D2O): δ= 9.25 (d, J=5.44 Hz, 12H), 8.65 (d, J=5.02 Hz, 12H),

7.90 (s, 3H), 7.58 (s, 3H), 6.11 (s, 6H), 4.91 (t, J=6.91 Hz, 6H), 4.02 (t, J=6.44 Hz, 6H),
2.63 (quin, J=6.67 Hz, 6H), 1.93 ppm (s, 9H).
G1/Cl- (C174H174Cl18N30O12, MW=3515.60)
1

H-NMR (250 MHz, D2O): δ= 9.25 (dd, J=3.45, 6.59 Hz, 36H), 8.66 (dd, J = 4.71, 7.85

Hz, 36H), 7.91 (s, 6H), 7.87 (s, 6H), 7.56 (s, 6H), 6.10 (s, 24H), 4.91 (t, J=7.06 Hz,
12H), 4.01 (t, J=6.75 Hz, 12H), 2.62 (quin, J=6.67 Hz, 12H), 1.92 ppm (s, 18H).
G2/Cl- (C396H390Cl42N66O24, MW=7946.79)
1

H-NMR (250 MHz, D2O): δ= 9.16-9.44 (m, 84H), 8.52-8.80 (m, 84H), 7.91 (s, 15H),

7.87 (s, 15H), 7.57 (s, 12H), 6.11 (s, 60H), 4.91 (t, J=7.20 Hz, 24H), 4.02 (t, J=5.81 Hz,
24H), 2.63 (quin, J=6.99 Hz, 24H), 1.93 ppm (s, 36H).
G3/Cl- (C840H822Cl90N138O48, MW=16809.18)
1

H-NMR (250 MHz, D2O): δ= 9.01-9.50 (m, 180H), 8.40-8.82 (m, 180H), 7.91 (s

33H), 7.86 (s 33H), 7.56 (s, 24H), 6.10 (s, 132H), 4.91 (t, J=7.50 Hz, 48H), 4.01 (t,
J=6.12 Hz, 48H), 2.62 (quin, J=7.20 Hz, 48H), 1.91 ppm (s, 72H).

Figure 6.1 1H-NMR spectra of viologen-based dendrimers: G0/Cl- (a), G1/Cl- (b) G2/Cl- (c) and G3/Cl(d) in D2O
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b) Caesium 3,4,5-tris(dodecyl)benzene sulfonate (CsDOBS)
Caesium 3,4,5-tris(dodecyl)benzene sulfonate used as reagent for the synthesis of ionic
liquid crystals discussed in the Chapter 4 was synthesized by Dr. Enfeng Song
accordingly with a procedure reported in literature [170] to a purity higher than 98%.
1

H-NMR (500 MHz, D2O): δ= 7.02 (s, 2H, aromatic), 3.95-3.91 (m, 6H, OCH2), 1.71-

1.70 (m, 6H, OCH2CH2), 1.45-1.41 (m, 6H, O(CH2)2CH2), 1.26 (overlapped peaks,
48H, O(CH2)3(CH2)8), 0.88 ppm (t, 9H, CH3, J = 5.0 Hz).

Figure 6.2 1H-NMR spectra of CsDOBS in CDCl3

c) 1-[2-(Diethoxyphosphory)ethyl]-4-pyridin-4-ylpyridinium monobromide (a/Br-)
Derivative

1-[2-(Diethoxyphosphory)ethyl]-4-pyridin-4-ylpyridinium

monobromide

(a/Br-) used as precursor in the synthesis of 1-[3-(5-methyl-2,4-dioxo-3,4dihydropyrimidin-1(2H)-yl)propyl]-1'-(2-phosphonate)-4,4'-bipy-ridinium

dibromide

(4/Br-), (cf. Chapter 5) was prepared by Dr. Simona Asaftei following a reported
procedure [184] to a purity higher than 95%.
1

H-NMR (500 MHz, D2O): = 9.09 (d, J=6.62 Hz, 2H), 8.85 (d, J=5.99 Hz, 2H), 8.53

(d, J=6.62 Hz, 2H), 7.99 (d, J=6.31 Hz, 2H), 5.03 (m, J=7.01 Hz, 2H), 4.17 (m, J=7.30
Hz, 4H) 2.85 (m, J=7.30 Hz, 2H) 1.29 ppm (t, J=7.09 Hz, 6H).
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Figure 6.3 1H-NMR spectra of precursor 1-[2-(Diethoxyphosphory)ethyl]-4-pyridin-4-ylpyridinium
monobromide in D2O

6.2 Synthesis
6.2.1 Synthesis of precursors
6.2.1.1 Synthesis of 1-(3-bromopropyl)-5-methyl-3H-pyrimidine-2,4(1H,3H)-dione
[46]

A catalytic amount of trimethylchlorosilane (1.08 ml, 8.54 mmol) was added under
nitrogen atmosphere to a suspension of thymine (2.24 g, 17.5 mmol) in
hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS; 11.4 ml, 54 mmol) and the mixture was stirred for 21 h
under reflux (130°C). Excess HMDS was then removed under reduced pressure to
afford crude bis(O-silylated)-thymine. The crude material was taken up in DMF (10
ml), 1,3-dibromopropane (4.6 ml, 45.3 mmol) was added and the mixture was stirred at
80°C for 24 h. Water (150 ml) was then added and after stirring for 10 min, the mixture
was filtered. The aqueous filtrate was extracted with diethyl ether (2 x 200 ml) and the
combined organic extracts were dried with MgSO4 (2 g), filtered and evaporated under
reduced pressure. Crystallization of the resulted residue from 100 ml ethanol gave white
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crystals of 1-(3-bromopropyl)-5-methyl-3H-pyrimidine-2,4(1H,3H)-dione (1.5 g, 6.07
mmol, 34.4%). m.p. 140°C.
1

H-NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ=11.17 (s, 1H), 7.48 (s, 1H), 3.73 (t, J=7.0 Hz, 2H),

3.51 (t, J=6.5 Hz, 2H), 2.13 (q, J=6.7 Hz, 2H), 1.74 ppm (s, 1H);
13

C-NMR (125 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ=164.19(s), 151.17(s), 140.38(d), 110.46(s),

47.26(t), 31.29(t), 29.76(t), 12.60 ppm (s);
Elemental analysis calcd (%) for C8H11BrN2O2 (247.09): C 38.89, H 4.49, N 11.34;
found: C 39.32, H 4.73, N 11.47.
6.2.1.2 Synthesis of 9-(2-bromoethyl)-9H-purin-6-amine [134]

To a solution of adenine (5 g, 37 mmol) dissolved in DMF (200 ml), 1,2-dibromoethane
(29.96 g, 159.47 mmol) and K2CO3 (11.97 g, 86.58 mmol) were added. The reaction
mixture was stirred at room temperature under nitrogen atmosphere. After 48 h the
reaction mixture was filtered and the filtrate was evaporated to dryness. The crude
material with orange color was washed with water (100 ml) and filtered. The filter cake
was dried in vacuum and recrystallized from 100 ml ethanol to obtain 9-(2-bromoethyl)9H-purin-6-amine (5.49 g, 22.68 mmol, 61%).
1

H-NMR (500 MHz, CD3CN): δ=8.15 (s, 1H), 8.14 (s, 1H) 7.19 (s, 2H), 5.15 (t, 2H,

J=6.2 Hz), 4.93 ppm (t, 2H, J=6.0 Hz);
13

C-NMR (125 MHz, CD3CN): δ=155.8 (s), 152.3 (d), 149.4 (s), 140.9 (d), 118.6 (s),

44.6 (t), 31.4 ppm (t);
Elemental analysis calcd (%) for C7H8BrN5 (242): C 34.73, H 3.33, N 28.93; found C
34.99, H 3.40, N 28.87.
6.2.1.3

Synthesis

of

1-[3-(5-methyl-2,4-dioxo-3,4-dihydropyrimidin-1(2H)-

yl)propyl]-4-(pyridin-4-yl)pyridinium monobromide (P1/Br-)
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1-(3-Bromopropyl)-5-methyl-3H-pyrimidine-2,4(1H,3H)-dione (1 g, 4.04 mmol) was
dissolved in nitrobenzene (80 ml) and 4,4’-bipyridine (1.29 g, 8.26 mmol) was added.
The clear solution was stirred at 110 °C for 48 h. After reaction time, the cold mixture
was filtered, and the filtrate was washed consecutively with nitrobenzene (20 ml) and
diethyl ether (20 ml). After drying in vacuum (21°C, 12h) a light-yellow solid product
(P1/Br-) was obtained (1.51 g, 3.0 mmol, 68 %).
1

H-NMR (250 MHz, D2O): δ=9.04 (d, 2H, J=6.3 Hz), 8.82 (d, 2H, J=6.3 Hz), 8.46 (d,

2H, J=6.6 Hz), 7.94 (d, 2H, J=5.3 Hz), 7.50 (s, 1H), 4.81 (t, 2H, J=6.3 Hz), 3.99 (t, 2H,
J=6.3 Hz), 2.57 (quin, 2H, J=6 Hz), 1.87 ppm (s, 3H).
6.2.1.4 Synthesis of 1-[2-(6-amino-9H-purin-9-yl)ethyl]-4-(pyridin-4-yl)pyridinium
monobromide (P2/Br-)

9-(2-Bromoethyl)-9H-purin-6-amine (1 g, 4.13 mmol) was dissolved in nitrobenzene
(80 ml) and 4,4’-bipyridine (1.29 g, 8.26 mmol) was added. The clear solution was
stirred at 110 °C for 48 h. After reaction time the cold mixture was filtered, and the
resulted filtrate was washed consecutively with nitrobenzene (20 ml) and diethyl ether
(20 ml). After drying in vacuum (21°C, 12h) a yellow solid product (P2/Br-) was
obtained (1.51 g, 3.0 mmol, 92%).
1

H-NMR (500 MHz, D2O): δ=8.75 (d, 2H, J=6.0 Hz), 8.69 (d, 2H, J=7.0 Hz), 8.26 (d,

2H, J=6.5 Hz), 8.15 (s, 1H), 7.86 (s, 1H), 7.80 (d, 2H, J=6.0 Hz), 5.16 (t, 2H, J=5.2 Hz),
4.93 ppm (t, 2H, J=5.2 Hz);
13

C-NMR (125 MHz, D2O): δ=155.68(s), 155.03(s), 152.71(d), 150.15(d), 149.04(s),

145.22(d), 142.16(d), 141.91(s), 126.39(d), 122.43(d), 118.09(s), 60.85(t), 44.07 ppm
(t);
Elemental analysis calcd (%) for P2 as PF6- salt C17H16F6N7P (463.3): C 44.07, H 3.48,
N 21.16; found: C 43.94, H 3.37, N 21.27.
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6.2.2 Synthesis of viologen-nucleobase derivatives 1/An--3/An6.2.2.1 Synthesis of 1,1'-Bis[3-(5-methyl-2,4-dioxo-3,4-dihydropyrimidin-1(2H)yl)propyl]-4-(pyridin-4-yl)-pyridinium dibromide (1/Br-)

1-(3-Bromopropyl)-5-methyl-3H-pyrimidine-2,4(1H,3H)-dione (1.756 g, 7.1 mmol) and
4,4’-bipyridine (0.24 g, 1.54 mmol) were dissolved in dry DMF (60 mL) and stirred at
80°C for 4 days. The resulted light-yellow precipitate was filtered, washed with DMF
(20 ml), diethyl ether (20 ml) and dried in ultra-high vacuum at 45°C to afford product
1/Br- (0.76 g, 1.16 mmol, 76%).
1

H-NMR (500 MHz, D2O): δ=9.26 (d, J=6.62 Hz, 4H), 8.66 (d, J=6.30 Hz, 4H), 7.60

(s, 2H), 4.93 (t, J=7.25 Hz, 4H), 4.05 (t, J=6.62 Hz, 4H), 2.65 (quin, J=6.70 Hz, 4H),
1.96 ppm (s, 6H);
13

C-NMR (125 MHz, D2O): δ=166.87(s), 152.31(s), 150.31(s), 145.76(d), 142.49(d),

127.16(d), 111.47(s), 59.43(t), 45.25(t), 29.53(t), 11.33 ppm (q);
Elemental analysis calcd (%) for 1 as PF6- salt C26H30F12N6O4P2 (780.48): C 40.0, H:
3.87, N 10.77; found C 39.69, H 3.60, N 10.71.
6.2.2.2

Synthesis

of

1,1'-bis[2-(6-amino-9H-purin-9-yl)ethyl]-4-(pyridin-4-

yl)pyridinium dibromide (2/Br-)

1-[2-(6-Amino-9H-purin-9-yl)ethyl]-4-(pyridin-4-yl)pyridinium monobromide (0.382 g,
0.96 mmol) and 9-(2-bromoethyl)-9H-purin-6-amine (0.6 g, 2.48 mmol) were dissolved
in distilled water (30 ml) and stirred at 80°C for 17 days. At the 10th and 14th day after
reaction start, a new quantity of 9-(2-bromoethyl)-9H-purin-6-amine was added (0.2 g,
respectively 0.12 g). After 17 days, reaction mixture was cooled down to 21°C and
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subsequently, acetone (80 ml) was added. The resulted precipitate was separated by
filtration, washed with acetone (10 ml) and dried under reduced pressure to afford
product 2/Br- (0.523 g, 0.82 mmol, 85%).
1

H-NMR (250 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ=9.19 (d, J=6.91 Hz, 4H), 8.63 (d, J=6.91 Hz, 4H),

8.11 (s, 2H), 7.78 (s, 2H), 7.26 (br. s., 4H), 5.14 (t, J=5.30 Hz, 4H), 4.85 ppm (t, J=4.10
Hz, 4H);
13

C-NMR (125 MHz, D2O): δ=155.82(s), 152.75(d), 150.69(s), 149.19(s), 146.21(d),

142.02(d), 127.34(d), 118.19(s), 61.52(t), 44.09 ppm (t);
Elemental analysis calcd (%) for 2 as PF6- salt C24H24F12N12P2 + 0.8 H2O (770,46 +
14.4): C 37.41, H 3.14, N 21.82; found: C 36.73, H 3.29, N 21.41.
6.2.2.3 Synthesis of 1-[2-(6-amino-9H-purin-9-yl)ethyl]-1'-[3-(5-methyl-2,4-dioxo3,4-dihydropyrimid-in-1(2H)-yl)propyl]-4-(pyridin-4-yl)pyridinium dihexafluorophosphate (3/PF6-)

1-[2-(6-Amino-9H-purin-9-yl)ethyl]-4-(pyridin-4-yl)pyridinium monohexafluorophosphate (0.45 g, 0.97 mmol) and 1-(3-bromopropyl)-5-methylpyrimidine-2,4(1H,3H)dione (0.72 g, 2.19 mmol) were dissolved in dry DMF (20 ml) and stirred at 80°C for 70
hours. The resulted precipitate was filtered, washed with DMF (5 ml) and subsequently
with acetone (20 ml). After drying in vacuum, the resulted solid was dissolved in water
(20 ml) and treated with aqueous solution of NH4PF6 (4 ml, 10%wt). The resulted
precipitate was separated by filtration, washed with water (5 ml) and dried in vacuum to
obtained product 3/PF6- as a white solid yield 281 mg (0.281 g, 0.44 mmol, 45%).
1

H-NMR (250 MHz, CD3CN): δ=9.78 (br. s, 1H), 8.94 (d, J=6.91 Hz, 2H), 8.67 (d,

J=6.91 Hz, 2H), 8.34 (d, J=6.91 Hz, 2H), 8.23 (d, J=6.59 Hz, 2H), 7.94 (s, 1H), 7.79 (s,
1H), 7.23 (s, 1H), 6.22 (br. s., 2H), 5.07 (t, J=5.70 Hz, 2H), 4.80 (t, J=5.00 Hz, 2H),
4.67 (t, J=7.06 Hz, 2H), 3.79 (t, J=6.12 Hz, 2H), 2.40 (quin, J=1.00 Hz, 2H), 1.85 ppm
(s, 3H);
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13

C-NMR (125 MHz, CD3CN): δ=165.78(s), 157.43(s), 154.05(d), 152.90(s),

151.96(s), 151.70(s), 151.20(s), 147.69(d), 147.37(d), 142.32(d), 142.08(d), 128.65(d),
128.54(d), 120.26(s), 111.93(s), 63.02(t), 60.93(t), 45.43(t), 45.40(t), 31.86(t), 12.73
ppm (q);
Elemental analysis calcd (%) for 3 as PF6- salt C25H27F12N9O2P2 + 0.1 H2O (775.48 +
1.8): C 38.72, H 3.51, N 16.26; found: C 38.63, H 3.53, N 16.22.

Figure 6.4 13C-NMR spectra (125.7 MHz) of 1/Br- in D2O (a), 2/Br- in D2O (b), 3/PF6- in acetonitrile-d3
(c)
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6.2.3 Synthesis of ionic complexes 12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2 and 32+(DOBS)2
General procedure:
Equal volumes of aqueous solution (0.01 M) of 1/I-, 2/I- or 3/I- respectively, and
chloroform solution of caesium 3,4,5-tris(dodecyloxy)benzene sulfonate (0.01 M) were
vigorously stirred at ambient temperature for 12 hours at 21°C. Further on, the organic
phase was separated, washed two times with 20 ml distilled water, dry over MgSO 4 and
subsequently evaporated under reduced pressure. The resulted yellow solid was freezedried from 40 ml benzene to obtain the ionic complexes 12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2 and
32+(DOBS)2 respectively. The amount of corresponding reactants and reaction products
are presented in Table 6.1:
Table 6.1 Corresponding amounts of reactants and reaction products
Ionic complex

CsDOBS
mg (mmol)

Product
mg (yield%)

12+(DOBS)2

Viologen-nucleobase
deriv.
mg (mmol)
351 (0.471)

397 (0.471)

432 (96%)

22+(DOBS)2

252 (0.343)

289 (0.343)

311 (96%)

32+(DOBS)2

262 (0.354)

298 (0.354)

313 (93%)

1,1'-Bis[3-(5-methyl-2,4-dioxo-3,4-dihydropyrimidin-1(2H)-yl)propyl]-4-(pyridin4-yl)-pyridinium di-[3,4,5-tris(dodecyl)benzene sulfonate]; 12+(DOBS)2
1

H-NMR (250 MHz, THF-d8/D2O, 4/1(vol)): =9.29 (d, J=5.34 Hz, 4 H), 8.72 (d,

J=5.34 Hz, 4 H), 7.56 (s, 2 H), 7.05 (s, 4 H), 4.90 (t, J=6.28 Hz, 4 H), 3.92 - 4.08 (m, 16
H), 2.54 (quin, J=7.30 Hz, 4 H), 1.77 (s, 6 H), 1.41 - 1.57 (m, 12 H), 1.16 - 1.40 (m, 108
H), 0.86 ppm (t, J=6.30 Hz, 18 H);
13

C-NMR (62.9 MHz, THF-d8/D2O, 4/1(vol)):=165.74(s), 153.50(s), 152.93(s),

151.30(s), 147.04(d), 142.52(d), 141.90(s), 140.25(s), 128.51(d), 111.63(s), 105.73(d),
73.71(t), 69.93(t), 60.30(t), 46.02(t), 32.96(t), 31.51(t), 30.41-31.03(t, overlapped
peaks), 27.37(t), 23.64(t), 14.56(q), 12.33 ppm (q);
IR (ATR, cm-1): 3056(w), 2921(s), 2852(m), 1681(s), 1585(m), 1463(m), 1421(m),
1380(m), 1313(m), 1180(s), 1108(s), 1041(s), 840(m), 721(w), 651(s);
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Elemental analysis calcd (%) for C110H184N6O16S2+2.45 H2O (1910.8+44.1): C 67.95,
H 9.41, N 3.92 S 3.34%; found: C 67.58, H 9.74, N 4.3, S 3.28.

1,1'-Bis[2-(6-amino-9H-purin-9-yl)ethyl]-4-(pyridin-4-yl)pyridinium di-[3,4,5tris(dodecyl)benzene sulfonate]; 22+(DOBS)2
1

H-NMR (250 MHz, THF-d8/D2O, 4/1(vol)): =9.08 (d, J=6.59 Hz, 4 H), 8.52 (d,

J=6.91 Hz, 4 H), 8.25 (s, 2 H), 7.96 (s, 2 H), 7.05 (s, 4 H), 5.29 (t, J=5.34 Hz), 5.01 (t,
J=5.34 Hz, 4 H), 3.96 (t, J=5.97 Hz, 8 H), 3.86 (t, J=6.28 Hz, 4 H), 1.40 - 1.56 (m, 12
H), 1.15 - 1.40 (m, 108 H,), 0.85 ppm (18 H, t, J=6.28 Hz);
13

C-NMR (62.9 MHz, THF-d8/D2O, 4/1(vol)):=156.96(s), 153.73(d), 153.52(s),

151.70(s), 150.41(s), 147.50(d), 142.79(d), 141.73(s), 140.26(s), 128.55(d), 119.43(s),
105.72(d), 73.70(t), 69.93(t), 62.13(t), 44.92(t), 32.96(t), 31.52(t), 30.86-30.40(t,
overlapped peaks), 27.39(t), 23.64(t), 14.58 ppm (q);
IR (ATR, cm-1): 3338 (br), 2921(s), 2852(m), 1685(m), 1639(m), 1585(m), 1463(m),
1421(m), 1382(m), 1311(m), 1228(m), 1176(m), 1108(s), 1043(s), 956(w), 836(w),
719(m), 647(s);
Elemental analysis calcd (%) for C108H178N12O12S2+1.85 H2O (1900.8+33.3): C 66.92,
H 9.29, N 8.85, S 3.33; found: C 67.07, H 9.47, N 8.69, S 3.32.

1-[2-(6-Amino-9H-purin-9-yl)ethyl]-1'-[3-(5-methyl-2,4-dioxo-3,4-dihydropyrimidin-1(2H)-yl)propyl]-4-(pyridin-4-yl)pyridinium di-[3,4,5-tris(dodecyl)benzene
sulfonate]; 32+(DOBS)2
1

H-NMR (250 MHz, THF-d8/D2O, 4/1(vol)): =9.27 (d, J=6.59 Hz, 2 H), 9.07 (d,

J=6.59 Hz, 2 H), 8.63 (d, J=6.59 Hz, 2 H), 8.57 (d, J=6.91 Hz, 2 H), 8.25 (s, 1 H), 7.96
(s, 1 H), 7.55 (s, 1 H), 7.04 (s, 4 H), 5.29 (t, J=5.34 Hz, 2 H), 5.01 (t, J=5.49 Hz, 2 H),
4.88 (t, J=7.06 Hz, 2 H), 3.77 - 4.01 (m, 14 H), 2.53 (quin, J=7.14 Hz, 2 H), 1.78 (s, 3
H), 1.40 - 1.58 (m, 12 H), 1.12 - 1.40 (m, 108 H), 0.85 ppm (t, J=6.28 Hz, 18 H);
13

C-NMR (62.9 MHz, THF-d8/D2O, 4/1(vol)):=166.02(s), 157.06(s), 153.87(d),

153.51(s), 153.03(s), 152.01(s), 151.05(s), 150.42(s), 147.40(d), 147.11(d), 142.74(d),
142.65(d), 141.76(s), 140.26(s), 128.59(d), 128.45(d), 119.44(s), 111.79(s), 105.72(d),
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73.70(t), 69.93(t), 62.07(t), 60.37(t), 46.03(t), 44.91(t), 32.96(t), 31.52(t), 31.05-30.40(t,
overlapped peaks), 27.38(t), 23.64(t), 14.57(q), 12.35 ppm (q);
IR (ATR, cm-1): 3446 (br), 3058(w), 2921(s), 2852(m), 1681(m), 1639(m), 1585(m),
1463(m), 1421(m), 1380(m), 1313(m), 1228(m), 1180(m), 1108(s), 1043(s), 960(w),
836(w), 651(s);
Elemental analysis calcd (%) for C109H181N9O14S2+1.3 H2O (1905.8+23.4): C 67.72, H
9.42, N 6.40, S 3.38; found: C 67.86, H 9.59, N 6.53, S 3.32.
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Figure 6.5 1H-NMR spectra (250 MHz) of 12+(DOBS)2 (a), 22+(DOBS)2 (b) and 32+(DOBS)2 (c) in
THF-d8/D2O, 4/1(vol)
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Figure 6.6

13

C-NMR spectra (62.9 MHz) of 12+(DOBS)2 (a), 22+(DOBS)2 (b) and 32+(DOBS)2 (c) in

THF-d8/D2O, 4/1(vol)
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Figure 6.7 IR spectra in absorption mode of 12+(DOBS)2 (a), 22+(DOBS)2 (b) and 32+(DOBS)2 (c)
measured in the frequency range 4000-500 cm-1 with 30 scans by ATR technique
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6.2.4 Synthesis of phosphonate-viologen derivatives
6.2.4.1

Synthesis

of

1-[3-(5-methyl-2,4-dioxo-3,4-dihydropyrimidin-1(2H)-

yl)propyl]-1'-(2-phosphonoethyl)-4,4'-bipyridinium dibromide (b/Br-)

1-[2-(Diethoxyphosphoryl)ethyl]-4-(pyridin-4-yl)pyridinium monobromide (300 mg,
0.75 mmol) and 1-(3-bromopropyl)-5-methyl-pyridine-2,4(1H,3H)dione (548 mg, 2.22
mmol) were dissolved in acetonitrile (10 ml) and heated under stirring for 12 hours at
80°C. The resulted precipitate was filtered, washed with acetonitrile (10 ml), Et2O (10
ml) and dried in vacuum for 12 hours to afford the pure compound (b/Br-) (300 mg,
0.46 mmol, 62%).
1

H-NMR (500 MHz, D2O): δ=9.34 (dd, J=6.60 Hz, 2H), δ=9.31 (dd, J=6.60 Hz, 2H)

8.73 (dd, J=6.46 Hz, 4H), 7.63 (s, 1H), 5.05 (quin, J=5.70 Hz, 2H), 4.92 (t, J=7.25 Hz,
2H), 4.03 (t, J=6.31 Hz, 2H), 2.62 (tt, J=6.90 Hz, 4H), 1.95 ppm (s, 3H).
13

C-NMR (125 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ=164.19(s), 151.17(s), 140.38(d), 110.46(s),

47.26(t), 31.29(t), 29.76(t), 12.60 ppm (s).
6.2.4.2

Synthesis

of

1-[3-(5-methyl-2,4-dioxo-3,4-dihydropyrimidin-1(2H)-

yl)propyl]-1'-(2-phosphonate)-4,4'-bipyridinium dibromide (4/Br-)

Precursor derivative 1-[3-(5-methyl-2,4-dioxo-3,4-dihydropyrimidin-1(2H)-yl)propyl]1'-(2-phosphonoethyl)-4,4'-bipyridinium dibromide (b/Br-) (200 mg, 0.31 mmol) was
heated together with 20 ml of HBr (1M, 72 h, 130°C) under reflux. The cold mother
liquor was evaporated. The resulted solid was isolated and dried for 24 hours in vacuum
(160 mg, 0.27 mmol, 87%).
1

H-NMR (500 MHz, D2O): δ=9.25 (dd, J=6.60 Hz, 4H), 8.65 (dd, J=6.46 Hz, 4H), 7.59

(s, 1H), 5.05 (quin, J=5.70 Hz, 2H), 4.92 (t, J=7.25 Hz, 2H), 4.03 (t, J=6.31 Hz, 2H),
2.62 (tt, J=6.90 Hz, 4H), 1.95 ppm (s, 3H).
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6.3 Methods
6.3.1 General techniques of characterization
6.3.1.1 1H- and 13C-NMR spectroscopy
1

H- and 13C-NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker AMX-500 spectrometer; 1H: 500.13

MHz or 250 MHz,

13

C: 125.7 MHz or 62.9 MHz; chemical shifts δ are given in ppm

relative to the solvent signal peaks as internal standard.
6.3.1.2 Elemental analysis (EA)
Elemental analyses were made on a VarioMICRO cube device.
6.3.1.3 Infrared Spectroscopy (IR)
IR analysis was performed on a Bruker FT-IR Spectrophotometer Vertex 70 using ATR
technique.
6.3.1.4 Cyclic voltammetry (CV)
Cyclic voltammetry experiments were performed under argon in a three electrode
electrochemical cell with the potentiostat PGSTAT 302N from AUTOLAB controlled
by a PC running under GPES from Windows, version 4.9 (ECO Chemie B.V.). A glassy
carbon electrode (GCE) from Metrohm (Germany) with an electrochemical active
surface area of A=0.031 cm2 was used as working electrode. The surface of the working
electrode was polished before the measurement with Al2O3. The reference electrode was
Ag/AgCl (3M, KCl in water) and the counter electrode a Pt wire.
6.3.1.5 Spectroelectrochemistry (SEC-UV-Vis)
The cell used for SEC-UV-Vis measurements of compounds 1-3/PF6- in solution was a
H-Type spectroelectrochemical bulk electrolysis cell [196]. The reference electrode was
Ag/AgCl immersed in an electrolyte vessel filled with LiCl (2M in ethanol), separated
from the cell by a glass frit and the counter electrode was a Pt-foil. The working
electrode was 0,039 g of graphitized carbon felt GFA-5 of approximately 0.021 m2 BET
area from SGL carbon with an unknown electrochemically active area. Absorbance
changes were measured in conjunction with an Agilent 8453 Diode Array
Spectrophotometer. The path length of the quartz cuvette was 0.2 cm and the blank
sample was a solution of pure electrolyte solution.
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6.3.1.6 Denaturation experiments (Tm)
Tm experiments of the mixtures of viologen-thymine derivatives 1/Cl-, respectively
dendrimers G0-3/Cl- with oligonucleotides (dAn) and analogue peptide nucleic acid
(A10-PNA) in phosphate buffer solution (pH=7) were performed with a Cary 100 UVVis Spectrophotometer. The measurement consisted in monitoring the absorbance at a
fixed wavelength (260 nm) while the sample was heated from 20 to 80°C with 1°C/min
ramp temperature after 5 minutes of equilibration time.
6.3.1.7 Circular dichroism spectroscopy (CD)
Circular dichroism (CD) spectra were recorded using a J-600 Spectropolarimeter (Jasco,
Japan) in a quartz cuvette with 1 cm pathlength at 21°C.
6.3.1.8 Diffusion-ordered spectroscopy (DOSY)
DOSY experiments were measured on a Bruker AMX-500 spectrometer using Bruker
pulse program ledbpgp2s. Diffusion time (D20) was 60 ms, the length of the diffusion
gradient variable between 600 – 2500 μs (P30) and the gradient recovery delays 200 μs
(D16) in deuterated chloroform or tetrahydrofuran. Temperature-dependence DOSY
measurements were applied to a sample of respective ionic complex (50 mM) in the
temperature range from 20 to 50°C. Concentration-dependence DOSY experiments
were performed at 30°C on samples of different concentration ranging from 3 mM to 50
mM of ionic. Deuterated solvent used for temperature and concentration-dependence
experiments was THF-d8.
6.3.1.9 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
DSC measurements were performed on samples of about 4-12 mg. Phase transitions
were measured on a Netzsch DSC 204 ‘Phoenix’ differential scanning calorimeter. The
heating and cooling rates were 10°C/min. Indium, tin and cyclohexane were used as
calibration standards.
6.3.1.10 Thermo-optical polarizing microscopy (TOPM)
A Zeiss AXIOPLAN 2 polarizing microscope, equipped with a Mettler FP 80 hot stage
was used. Pictures were taken using a digital Zeiss AxioCam MRC4 camera with a
resolution of 4 megapixels in combination with Zeiss AxioVision software.
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6.3.1.11 Ionic conductivity and electrochemical characterization of ILC’s
5-7 mg solid material 12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2 and 32+(DOBS)2 respectively, was
placed between two ITO conductive glass slides, heated at 51°C and compressed to
obtain an uniform film with a rectangular surface area of 0.25 cm2 and approx. 50 µm
thickness. The conductivity experiments were performed in two-electrode system setup
by applying a potential of -2V between the two ITO electrodes. The flow current in the
external electrical circuit was monitored upon the time while the temperature was
ramped with 4°C/min in the range from 30 to 90°C. The cyclic voltammetry
measurements were performed in the same two-electrode electrochemical setup with
0.01 V·s-1 scan rate at 110°C.
6.3.1.12 UV-Vis characterization of ILC’s in bulk state
3-5 mg of the compound 12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2 and 32+(DOBS)2 respectively, was
placed between two microscope glass slides (0.8-1 mm thickness, Menzel GmbH) and
exposed to the temperature of 110°C on a pre-heated plate for a period of 3-5 seconds.
The resulted compressed film between the glass slides was analysed with a
Spectrophotometer Agilent 8453 Diode-Array. Two overlapped microscope slides were
used as blank reference.
6.3.1.13 Electrochemical and spectroelectrochemical characterization of modified
TiO2 film
The ssDNA-modified TiO2 electrodes were characterized by cyclic voltammetry in 0.1
M KCl electrolyte solution containing 1 mM K4[Fe(CN)6] in a three electrode system
using Ag/AgCl (KCl, 3M) as reference electrode and a Pt wire as counter electrode. The
CV’s were performed at 23°C with 10 mV·s-1 after purging the electrolyte solution with
argon for at least 30 minutes.
The electrochemical characterization of deposited viologen-nucleobase layer was
performed in KCl/H2O electrolyte (0.1M) in the absence of K4[Fe(CN)6] ion marker.
Vis spectra of the modified TiO2 film were record in the same electrochemical setup as
previously mentioned for cyclic voltammetry experiments at -0.7 V potential after 5
seconds equilibration time, in conjunction with an Agilant 8453 Spectrophotometer.
The blank was an unmodified mesoporous TiO2 electrode.
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6.3.2 Preparative procedures
6.3.2.1 Chemical reduction of compounds 1-3/Br- with Na2S2O4
2 ml solution of compound 1/Br-, 2/Br- or 3/Br- (0.5 mM), in Tris-H2SO4 buffer (pH=
8.5) was purged with nitrogen for at least 10 minutes and then 0.05 ml of freshly
prepared solution of Na2S2O4 (10 mM) in Tris-H2SO4 buffer (pH=8.5) were added
under nitrogen atmosphere. The evolution of the reduction reaction of the compounds
1/Br-, 2/Br- and 3/Br- was monitored in situ by UV-Vis spectroscopy using an Agilent
8453 Diode Array Spectrophotometer.
The buffer Tris-H2SO4 was prepared by dissolving Tris(hydroxymethyl)amino-methane
salt (1,21 g) in 70 ml water and the pH was corrected to 8.5 with 2.4 ml solution H2SO4
(1 mol·l-1). The solution volume was adjusted to 100 ml with distilled water.
6.3.2.2 Mixture preparation of 4,4’-bipyridinium-thymine derivatives with
oligonucleotides or analogue peptide nucleic acids
Corresponding volumes of aqueous stock solutions of oligonucleotide (dAn) or peptide
nucleic acid PNA-A10 and respectively viologen-nucleobase derivatives (1/Cl-, G0-3/Cl) were mixed in a phosphate buffer (pH = 7) to afford an equimolar ratio of thymine/
adenine ([T] = [A] = 20 µM). The solution mixtures were then stored at 4°C prior
optical characterization.
6.3.2.3 Preparation of mesoporous TiO2 film [197]
Conductive TEC-glass substrate was cleaned according with procedure reported in the
reference [198]. Titanium dioxide colloidal paste was applied to the cleaned substrate
by doctor blade method masked with a Tesa® scotch tape and air dried for 15 min. After
removing the mask, the coated film was heated in an oven from 25°C to 450 °C and
thermostated for 30 min (temperature was increased with a rate of 5°C/min). The
sintered mesoporous TiO2 film has a thickness of about 4-5 µm with an average pore
diameter of 10-15 nm as previously reported [125].
6.3.2.4 Modification of mesoporous TiO2 film with ssDNA
Mesoporous TiO2 electrodes were immersed in HCl-acidified aqueous solution
(pH=4.5) of respective 5’-adenylic nucleic acids (dA1, dA5, dA8 or dA80). The
concentration of the ssDNA (expressed in monomeric adenylic units) was 650 µM.
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After exposure for 12 hours at 21°C, the electrodes were rinsed with distilled water and
dried in air atmosphere.
6.3.2.5 Modification of mesoporous TiO2 film with derivative (4/Br-)
Mesoporous TiO2 electrodes were exposed to a solution (10 mM) of derivative 4/Br- in
water at 21°C for 30 minutes. Subsequently, the electrodes were rinsed with pure
solvent and dried in air atmosphere.
6.3.2.6 LbL deposition of viologen-nucleobase derivatives on modified mesoporous
TiO2 film
Modified TiO2 electrodes with ssDNA or phosphonate-viologen-thymine derivative
4/Br-, were exposed in alternating steps to a chloroform solution (10 mM) of
complementary viologen nucleobase derivatives 12+(DOBS)2 and 22+(DOBS)2
respectively, at 60°C for 5 minutes and subsequently cooled down to room temperature
(21°C) over 30 minutes. The modified electrodes were further washed with pure solvent
and dry in air atmosphere.
6.3.2.7 Desorption experiments in alkali media for determination of total surface
coverage of ssDNA species
The modified TiO2 electrodes with a layer of dAn (n = 1, 5, 8, 80), were immersed in
NaOH solution (0.1 M, 1ml) and heated to 90°C for 20 minutes. The alkali aqueous
solutions were further monitored by UV-Vis spectroscopy in a quartz cuvette (1 cm
pathlength). The amount of desorbed ssDNA was calculated with the Lambert Beer low
using the corresponding extinction coefficients listed in the Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 Extinction coefficients of nucleic acids at 260 nm wavelength
ssDNA

dA1

dA5

dA8

dA80

ε260nm
(L*mol−1*cm−1)

15400

63400

99400

963400

6.3.2.8 Desorption experiments in accelerated aging conditions
The modified TiO2 electrodes with a layer of dA1, dA5, dA8 or dA80 respectively, were
immersed in distilled water (1 ml) for 1, 3, 7 and respectively 28 hours at 23°C. The
solutions were investigated by UV-Vis spectroscopy in a quartz cuvette (1cm
pathlength) and the amount of the desorbed dAn was calculated using the Lambert-Beer
low and extinction coefficients presented in Table 6.2.
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6.4 Numerical experimental data
Table 6.3 Reaction kinetic for P1/Br-and P2/Br- in nitrobenzene at 110°C (Figure 2.2)
Time (h)

Conversion of 1-(3-

Conversion of 9-(2-

bromopropyl)thymine (wt%)

bromoethyl)adenine (wt%)

0

0

0

2

4.3

20

4

8.3

35.35

6

12.4

45.35

9

17.7

55.15

12

22.5

63.65

27

38.1

76.95

51

52.8

82.85

75

59.8

82.85

99

64.4

82.85

171

71.1

82.85

243

73.1

82.85

Table 6.4 Concentration dependency of molar extinction coefficient (ε) at 404 nm of compound 1/PF6-:
a) in the absence or b) in the presence of 0.1 mol/l TBAPF6 (Figure 2.6)
In the presence of TBAPF6

In the absence of TBAPF6

Log(conc.) (mol/l)

ε (103·l·mol-1·cm-1)

Log(conc.) (mol/l)

ε(103·l·mol-1·cm-1)

-4.22185

1.09717

-3.30103

0.52461

-4.52288

1.29033

-4

1.14751

-4.82391

1.13733

-5

2.5669

-5.12494

1.06667

-5.60206

5.9288
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Table 6.5 Plot of normalized absorbance at 600 nm for compounds 1-3/PF6- versus potential (Figure
2.8b)
1//PF6-

Potential
(mV)

2/PF6-

3/PF6-

Abs.

Normalized

Abs.

Normalized

Abs.

Normalized

(a.u.)

abs.

(a.u.)

abs.

(a.u.)

abs.

0

-0.00703

0.0012

0.00861

9.44341E-5

-0.0039

0.00258

-50

-0.00737

0

0.00859

0

-0.0043

8.58972E-4

-100

-0.00735

7.08341E-5

0.00859

3.02189E-5

-0.0045

0

-150

-0.00732

1.77085E-4

0.0098

0.00459

-0.0041

0.0018

-200

-0.00608

0.00457

0.01741

0.03334

-8.6E-4

0.01449

-250

-0.00339

0.0141

0.05475

0.17438

0.01883

0.09136

-300

0.05235

0.21151

0.147

0.52284

0.08229

0.33914

-350

0.1482

0.55098

0.2142

0.77668

0.17016

0.68222

-400

0.22244

0.81392

0.246

0.8968

0.21499

0.85725

-450

0.25488

0.92881

0.25831

0.9433

0.23353

0.92964

-500

0.26564

0.96692

0.26201

0.95728

0.24064

0.9574

-550

0.27037

0.98367

0.26618

0.97303

0.24456

0.97271

Table 6.6 Plot of peak current (Ipc1) versus the square root of the scan rate (v) for the compounds 1/PF6- 3/PF6- (Figure 2.9b)
Sqrt(v)

Ipc (µA)
1/PF6-

2/PF6-

3/PF6-

0.3162

-1.988

-1.921

-2.051

0.5477

-3.625

-3.552

-3.656

0.7745

-5.502

-5.557

-5.517

1

-7.178

-7.011

-7.311
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Table 6.7 Amount of precipitated dA40 as a function of number of positive charges per molecule of
viologen-thymine derivative (Figure 3.4a)
Number of positive charges/molecule

Precipitated amount of dA40 (%)

2

24

6

71

18

98

42

97

90

98

Table 6.8 Amount of precipitated dAn as a function of oligonucleotide length in the presence of G0/Cl(Figure 3.4b)
Number of monomeric units in dAn

Precipitated amount of dAn (%)

20

23.5

40

60

80

79.5

140

99.9

Table 6.9 Plot of diffusion coefficient (logD) as a function of temperature determined from DOSY
experiments for 22+(DOBS)2 in THF-d8 (Figure 4.6a)
Temperature (°C)

Log(D)

20

-9.82

30

-9.7

40

-9.24

50

-8.63
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Table 6.10 Plot of diffusion coefficient (logD) as a function of concentration determined from DOSY
experiments for 22+(DOBS)2 in THF-d8 (Figure 4.6b)
Concentration (mM)

Log(D)

48.71

-9.96

24.36

-9.65

12.18

-9.53

5.87

-9.48

Table 6.11 Plot of the peak current (Ipc1) versus the square root of the scan rate (v) for the compounds
MV2+(DOBS)2, 12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2 and 32+(DOBS) (Figure 4.8)
Sqrt(v)

Ipc1 (µA)
12+(DOBS)2

22+(DOBS)2

32+(DOBS)2

MV2+(DOBS)2

0.2236

-3.46

-2.01

-2.57

-4.1

0.31622

-4.66

-2.78

-3.63

-6.69

0.5477

-7.56

-4.52

-5.86

-9.43

0.7745

-10.43

-5.96

-8.19

-12.75

1

-12.78

-7.16

-10

-15.99
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Table 6.12 Plot of current versus temperature at constant voltage (-2V) for ionic complexes 12+(DOBS)2,
22+(DOBS)2 and 32+(DOBS)2 (Figure 4.12)
12+(DOBS)2

22+(DOBS)2

32+(DOBS)2

Temp. (K)

Current (A)

Temp. (K)

Current (A)

Temp. (K)

Current (A)

303

5.49E-11

304

7.93E-11

304

7.32E-11

309

4.88E-11

309

2.44E-11

311

5.70E-11

317

2.44E-11

316

1.95E-10

318

6.40E-11

326

2.31E-10

325

1.50E-09

327

5.00E-10

331

4.91E-10

332

5.11E-09

331

1.47E-09

340

2.37E-09

342

4.39E-08

342

5.11E-09

351

5.08E-09

349

1.16E-07

348

3.35E-08

358

2.31E-08

354

2.99E-07

357

7.48E-08

362

5.80E-08

362

6.55E-07

362

1.28E-07

371

1.50E-07

378

4.80E-07
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Table 6.13 Arrhenius plots of ionic conductivity versus reciprocal temperature for ionic complexes
12+(DOBS)2, 22+(DOBS)2, and 32+(DOBS)2 at constant voltage (-2V) (Figure 4.13)
12+(DOBS)2

22+(DOBS)2

32+(DOBS)2

1000/T (K)

ln(σ) (S/cm)

1000/T (K)

ln(σ) (S/cm)

1000/T (K)

ln(σ) (S/cm)

3.30033

-12.2604

3.289474

-12.1007

3.289474

-12.1355

3.236246

-12.3116

3.236246

-12.6126

3.215434

-12.2441

3.154574

-12.6126

3.164557

-11.71

3.144654

-12.1938

3.067485

-11.6364

3.076923

-10.8239

3.058104

-11.301

3.021148

-11.3089

3.012048

-10.2916

3.021148

-10.8327

2.941176

-10.6253

2.923977

-9.35754

2.923977

-10.2916

2.849003

-10.2941

2.86533

-8.93554

2.873563

-9.47496

2.793296

-9.63639

2.824859

-8.52433

2.80112

-9.1261

2.762431

-9.23657

2.762431

-8.18376

2.762431

-8.89279

2.695418

-8.82391

2.645503

-8.31876

Table 6.14 Surface coverage of [Fe(CN)6]4- species (ΓFe) at the surface of TiO2-dAn electrode (Figure 5.3)
Electrode name

ΓFe (nmol/cm2)

TiO2

34.1

TiO2-dA1

17

TiO2-dA5

21.6

TiO2-dA8

26.1

TiO2-dA80

26.1
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Table 6.15 Desorption kinetic of dA1, dA5, dA8 and dA80 monolayer respectively, in H2O at 21°C (Figure
5.4)
Amount of desorbed dAn (nmol/cm2)

Time (h)
dA1

dA5

dA8

dA80

1

5.98295

0.46268

0.09788

0.0204

3

8.21536

0.60132

0.11427

0.02102

7

10.19577

0.67912

0.12531

0.02161

28

11.75686

0.80716

0.15736

0.02209
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Summary and outlook
The main subject of this thesis is the synthesis and investigation of the properties and
potential applications of a new class of hybrid compounds consisting of a rigid,
electroactive 4,4’-bipyridinium core capped by nucleobase terminal groups with
hydrogen bonding abilities.
Within this work the following objectives were accomplished:
(i) A new series of small molecules consisting in a redox active 4,4’-bipyridinium unit
carrying thymine or/and adenine as capping groups was synthetized. The synthesis
strategy implied the regioselective alkylation of thymine and adenine bases respectively,
followed by coupling of the alkylated precursors to 4,4’-bipyridine unit via
Menschutkin

reaction.

Electrochemical,

spectroelectrochemical

and

optical

investigations revealed an intramolecular charge transfer (CT) relationship between
nucleobases as donors and 4,4’-bipyridinium unit as acceptor which is accompanied by
a change in color and a shift of the reduction potentials (approx. 60 mV).
(ii) The viologen-nucleobase derivatives, particularly viologens capped by thymine,
were used as building blocks to create self-assembled functional nanostructures in the
presence of complementary templates such as oligonucleotides or ssPNA analogues via
thymine-adenine interactions. The viologen-thymine derivatives were found to partially
precipitate oligonucleotides or plasmid DNA by mean of coulombic interactions and
form stable polyplexes that could be used as potential gene delivery vectors. It was
found that the number of positive charges, as well as the number of thymine units per
viologen-thymine derivative determines whether the interaction with DNA is dominated
by electrostatic or by hydrogen bonding interactions.
(iii) New electroactive ionic liquid crystals were prepared by ion pairing of viologennucleobase dicationic species with amphiphilic 3,4,5-tris(dodecyloxy)benzene sulfonate
anion. The nucleobases with ability to self-associate by hydrogen bonding were found
to influence not just the thermotropic behavior, by decreasing transition temperature
from crystalline to mesophase state, but also the supramolecular arrangement in
solution.
(iv) A versatile approach to functionalize mesoporous TiO2 film with viologennucleobase derivatives was developed consisting of hydrogen bonding layer-by-layer
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deposition of viologen-nucleobase derivatives on TiO2 surface using the thymineadenine molecular recognition as driving force for immobilization. This method is
promising and represents an easy way to construct optoelectronic device components as
was demonstrated with the construction of a switchable electrochromic device.
Outlook:
There are still aspects that remain open to explore regarding the dual functional
derivatives. For example, new molecules based on combination of 4,4’-bypyridinium
redox core with the other nucleobases (guanine, cytosine) will lead to an enhancement
of self-assembly process. This is because the association constant of guanine with
cytosine it is higher than that of adenine with thymine, obviously due to the ability of
the former couple to make three hydrogen bonds instead two hydrogen bonds [199].
However the low solubility in organic solvents combined with low regioselectivity of
guanine and cytosine makes difficult up to date the alkylation of this nucleobases. If this
issue will be achieved in practice by the organic chemists, new functional molecules
such the one in Figure 7.1 can be designed.

Figure 7.1 Viologen derivatives capped by guanine and cytosine bases and the Watson - Crick Model of
the G-C base pair

The high ability of such compounds to self-assembly in solution or in the solid state will
possibly lead to new intriguing functional materials like redox active gels [200] that are
responsive to external stimuli such as temperature, pH or concentration.
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Zusammenfassung und Ausblick
Das Hauptthema dieser Arbeit ist die Synthese und die Untersuchung der
Eigenschaften, so wie der potentiellen Anwendungen einer neuen Klasse von
Hybridmaterialien bestehend aus einem starren, elektroaktiven 4,4’-Bipyridinium-Kern
flankiert von zwei Nukleobasen-Endgruppen, welche die Fähigkeit zur Ausbildung von
Wasserstoffbrückenbindungen besitzen.
In dieser Arbeit wurden folgende Ziele erreicht:
(i) Eine neue Serie kleiner Moleküle bestehend aus einer redoxaktiven 4,4’Bipyridinium-Einheit, die Thymin- und/oder Adenin-Endgruppen trägt, wurde
synthetisiert. Die Synthese beinhaltete die regioselektive Alkylierung von Thymin- und
Adenin-Basen gefolgt von der Kupplung der alkylierten Vorstufe an die 4,4’Bipyridinium-Einheit
spektroelektrochemische

mittels

Menschutkin-Reaktion.

und

optische

Untersuchungen

Elektrochemische,
offenbarten

einen

intramolekularen Ladungstransfer zwischen der Nukleobase als Donor und der 4,4’Bipyridinium-Einheit als Akzeptor, der von einer Farbveränderung und einer
Verschiebung der Reduktionspotentiale (ca. 60 mV) begleitet wird.
(ii) Die Viologen-Nukleobasen-Derivate, insbesondere Viologene mit ThyminEndgruppen, wurden als Bausteine benutzt, um in Gegenwart von kovalenten Ketten
mit angebundenen komplementären Nukleobasen wie Oligunukleotiden oder ssPNSAnaloga, selbstorganisierende, funktionelle Nanostrukturen mittels Thymin-AdeninWechselwirkungen herzustellen. Die Viologen-Thymin-Derivate waren zum Teil in der
Lage,

Oligunukleotide

oder

Plasmid-DNS

mittels

Coloumb-Wechselwirkung

auszufällen, aber auch in Lösung stabile Polyplexe zu bilden, die potentiell als Vektoren
für Gentransport benutzt werden könnten. Es wurde herausgefunden, dass die Anzahl
der positiven Ladungen, sowie die Anzahl der Thymin-Einheiten pro Viologen-ThyminDerivat bestimmen, ob die Wechselwirkung mit der DNS durch elektrostatische
Wechselwirkung oder durch Wasserstoffbrückenbindungen dominiert wird.
(iii) Neue elektroaktive ionische Flüssigkristalle wurden durch Salzbildung von
Viologen-Nukleobasen-Dikationen

mit

amphiphilen

3,4,5-Tris-(dodecyloxy-)

benzolsulfonatanionen hergestellt. Mit ihrer Fähigkeit zur Selbstorganisation mittels
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Wasserstoffbrückenbindungen beeinflussen nicht nur das thermotrope Verhalten,
sondern auch die supramolekulare Anordnung in Lösung.
(iv) Ein vielseitiger Ansatz zur Funktionalisierung mesoporöser TiO2-Filme mit
Viologen-Nukleobasen-Derivaten

wurde

entwickelt,

bestehend

aus

Wasserstoffbrückenbindungs-unterstützte schichtweiser Abscheidung („Layer-by-Layer
deposition“) von Viologen-Nukleobasen-Derivaten auf TiO2-Oberflächen, wobei die
molekulare Erkennung der Thymin-Adenin-Paare als treibende Kraft für die
Immobilisierung. Diese Methode ist vielversprechend und stellt einen einfachen Weg
dar um optoelektronische Bauelemente zu konstruieren, wie mit der Herstellung eines
schaltbaren, elektrochromen Displays gezeigt wurde.
Ausblick:
Es gibt weitere Aspekte, bezüglich der doppelfunktionellen Derivate die zu weiteren
Untersuchungen herausfordern. So würden zum Beispiel neue Moleküle durch
Kombination des 4,4’-Bipyridinium-Redoxkerns mit den Nukleobasen Guanin und
Cytosin zur Verstärkung des Selbstorganisationsprozesses führen können weil die
Assoziationskonstante von Guanin mit Cytosin höher ist als diejenige von Adenin mit
Thymin. Dies erscheint offensichtlich, da das genannte Paare drei anstelle von zwei
Wasserstoffbrückenbindungen auszubilden vermag [199]. Allerdings macht die geringe
Löslichkeit in organischen Lösungsmitteln in zusammen mit der geringen
Regioselektivität von Guanin und Cytosin die Alkylierung der Nukleobasen schwierig.
Wenn diese Problematik in der Praxis durch organische Chemikers gelöst wird, können
neue Materialien, wie die in Abbildung 7.1 gezeigt, hergestellt werden.

Figure 7.1 Viologenderivate flankierend substituiert mit Guanin- und Cytosinbasen-Endgruppen, sowie
dem Watson-Crick-Model des G-C-Basenpaares
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Die starke Fähigkeit dieser Verbindungen zur Selbstorganisation in Lösung oder im
festen Zustand wird möglicherweise zu neuen, faszinierenden, funktionellen Materialien
führen. Beispiele wären redoxaktive Gele [200], die reaktionsfähig gegenüber äußeren
Stimuli wie Temperatur, pH oder Konzentration sind.
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Abbreviations
13

C-NMR

carbon nuclear magnetic resonance

1

H-NMR

proton nuclear magnetic resonance

a. u.

adimensional unit

CD

circular dichroism spectroscopy

CT

charge transfer

CV

cyclic voltammetry

dAn

adenylic oligonucleotide of degree of polymerization n

DMF

dimethylformamide

DNA

desoxyribonucleic acid

DOBS

3,4,5-tris(dodecyloxy)benzene sulfonate

dsDNA

double stranded DNA

EBr

ethidium bromide

ET

electron transfer

FTO

fluorine doped tin oxide

HBr

hydrobromic acid

HMDS

hexamethyldisilazane

ILC

ionic liquid crystal

Ipa

anodic peak current

Ipc

cathodic peak current

ITO

indium tin oxide

LbL

layer-by-layer assembly

LC

liquid crystal

LiTFSI

lithium bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide

MW

molecular weight
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NaClO4

sodium perchlorate

OTE

optical transparent electrode

PF6-

hexafluorophosphate anion

PNA

peptide nucleic acid

ppm

parts per million

RNA

ribonucleic acid

SAM

self-assembled monolayer

SEC-UV-Vis

spectroelectrochemical UV-Vis

ssDNA

single stranded DNA

ssPNA

single stranded PNA

TiO2

titanium dioxide

Tm

DNA “melting temperature” as obtained from
denaturation experiment

UV-Vis

ultraviolet-visible spectral range

ε

molar extinction coefficient

λ

wavelength

λmax

wavelength of maximum absorption
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